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Merry Christmas, everybody!
.
This unusually-large, 20-page
edition of the News comes to you
today filled with the sincere
greetings and best wishes of mier
110 btasireess firms in Fulton
• • •_tit YOU. These folks have
app.'eciated your patronage and
are thanking you for it.
Most of those who did not take
spa'.e in the paper have sent
out cards to their customers, so
one way or the other. you willr know that Fulton firms appreci-
ate your business.
- All they ask in return is to
give them an opportunity to
stare you what they have, any-
time you 'start out to do any
shopping next year, We know ot
fellov; who drove 45 miles las!
week to buy a topcoat. didn't
find what he liked, and came onbad.: only to find exactly whathe v -anted in about ten minutes.
Sameone certainly gave us abum present this week. Several
of cr.ir correspondents (including
Patricia Latane) slipped their
columns under the door Tuesday
evening after wg had closed the
. . and Wednesday morn-
ing they were gone. The only
thing we can figure is that a
passerby. thinking the envelopes
might contain money, carefully
pulled them out and carried
them off.
---
While we're on the subject of
correspondents. we want to ex-
press our sincere appreciation to
our correspondents tor their con-
tributions through the past year.
Many of you have been faith-
ful weekly contributors week in
and week out through the whole
year, and although we don't ex-
press ourselves to s-ou nearly
ita atter as we woidd like to, we
feel that our paper vsould be cold
indeed without this warmth of
community life that is mirrored
. in its pages. We want to welcome
to our "family" those of you who
rust started writing for u3 this
year.
Before the busy Spring
season gets underway, we
are going to do something that
we have been wanting to do ev-
er since we came here .. get all
of our correspondents and all of
the plant together for a big din-
ner and and big party. and make
the occasion an annual affair.
Picking up last week's papers
from around the area. we noted
that three of them carried ac-
counts of fatal hunting accidents;
two men were accidentally shot
and killed. and the third died of
exposure following the over-
turning of his overloaded boat.
(He spent six hours in the wat-
er). The tragic thing about all
of then) is the fact that they
could have been prevented if nor-
mar caution was observed. Re-
inember that. you hunters.
CRUTCHFIELD SUICIDE
"Pom" Palmer, 73, ended his
life with a shotgun last Satur-
day afternoon at Crutchfield.
Palmer v..as reported to have
been in failing health for sev-
eral years.
Services were conducted by
Rev. Sam Kendall in the Obion
Chapel church near Troy, Tenn.,
last Wednesday, with burial in
Camp Ground cemetery.
• Palmer is survived by his wife,
one sister, Mrs. Lillian Roberson
of Crutchfield, and two grand-
children, hoth living in Detroit.
WHITN1EL HOME DANIAGED
The 2-story frame home of
Will Whitnel on West State Line
road was partially destroyed by
fire last Monday morning.
Tha fire, reported to have
been caused by a deflective flue,
destroyed most of the second
floor and caused considerable
damage tcs the balance of the
structure before being brought
under control by the Fulton fire
department.
lure.
Reports from hunters and
conservation offieers received by
the Division of Game and Fish DR. ROBERT BARDindicate that more (lucks and
season than in manv recent
years. From the flyway areas in
the Western part of the state,
along the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers, come reports that many
ducks and geese are being bagg-
ed. Hmeever, the weather con-
ditions have not been good for
duck hunting and the hunters'
; take is being cut down due to
this factor. So far, the hunters
I report, the waterfowl are flying
high. but with colder weather
they are expected to fly within
'1 shooting distance. However. se-
I vere cold weather will force both
the ducks and geese to continue
their journey southward.
Dale Hollow lake offew good
hunting for ducks while large
numbers (if ducks are reported a-
long the , Ohio and Kentucky
rivers and smaller streams in
other Autetions of the state. A
large percentage of the ducks
visiting Kentucky are mallards
vshile some of practically ev-
e,: species have been seen.
Mostly the Canadian geese are
in Kentucky now. the Blue Geese
having already made their
southward trek. The bag limit
and possession limit for geese is
four, which limit may not in-
clude more than two Canada or
white-fronted or one of each.
The daily limit for ducks is four
with the possession limit double
that amount. However, not more
than one wood duck may be held
in a hunter's possession.
CHARLEY HASTINGS
DIES IN CHICAGO
Funeral servites Charley
D. Hastings. whn died in Chica-
go last Sunday while visiting in
•‘,.c, home of his son, were held
Tuesday afternoon with Rev.
Randall Johnston, pastor of the
Riceville Baptist church con-
ducting the services.
The well-known resident of
Riceville was visiting his son,
John, when he died. He seas a
devoted met life-long member of
the Woodland Mills Baptist
eharch and v,•aii loved by all who
knew him. .
Mr. Hastings was born in
Shelbyville, Tenn., August 1863.
He came to Fulton in 1890 and
in 1895 was married to Catherine
Reece who preceded him in
death August 10, 1948.
Survivors include three sons,
John of Chicago: C. D. of
Crutchfield and Ernest of Cairo,
III.; three daughters, Mrs. Ed
Hollis; Mrs Rufus Southerland;
Mrs. Attie 'Mack all of Fulton.
Twelve grandchildren and two
greatgrandchildren.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge of the arrangements.
KEY RINGS rouNr•
Two key rings, one 'ordaining
five kesss ana the other eight
keys, have been turned in to the
police department after being
found on the city streets.
The respective owners may
claim them at the police sta.
Han in the city hall
Mien*
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CLINTON YOUTH INJURED IN
TRAGIC HUNTING ACCIDENT
Carl Sarten, Jr., 15 year old By time the motorboatClinton youth,-lost his right leg
last Saturday, as a result of the
season's first serious hunting ac-
cident.
Carl, the son of Mr. and Mrese
C. T. Sarten, was shat by the
accidental discharge of a shotgun
in the hands of another 15 year
old hunting ' companion while
hunting (in "Middle Bar" Island
in the Mississippi River, below
Columbus and near Wolf Island.
Young Sarten and several eaths
er students of Central school
were hunting on the-Min and
at about 1:30 p.m. Saturday the
gun was accidently discharged
while it was being reloaded ravision of Game and Ftsh was •The full 'charge Of shot tore used to bring the injured lad tothrough Carl's thigh just above - Columbus.the knee. An a?iputation was performed
 
 shortly after Sarten arrived at
the Jackson Hospital, when it
found to be necessary to do
S
As of today, Sarten continued
to improve in fine fashion, and
i•xpected to leave the hospital
fa' his home in the near fu -
WEST KENTUCKY
IS MECCA FOR
DUCK HUNTING
could be brought to take him to
Columbus and then by 'ambu-
lance to the hospital in Clinton.
considerable time had elapsed
and it was approximately three
o'clock before he arrived at
Jackson Hospital in Clinton.
Unstinted praise . ha's been
elven the boys'in the party for
their skilled application of a
toarniquet to check the loss of
blood from the wound. Several
the- boys had been given first
_training in the Clinton- Boy --
Scouts and this training may
have saved a life last Saturday. •
A boat belonging to the State
.c?
e...•
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geese are visiting Kentioacy tha DIES IN MEMPHIS _ _
Dr. Robert E. Baid. 43. prain-
Ment Fulton dentist. died last
Monday night at the Bapti ,
Hospital in Memphis, where h.•
was taken a month ago follow
mg a heart attack.
Dr. Bard had praetiaead- cle;a .
try in Fulton for the past fou.-
teen years.
Services were conducted at the
First Methodist church last Wert-
nesdas- by Rev. W. E, Misciike,
with burial in Greenlee ceme-
tery.
Dr. Bard was a past Exalted
Ruler of the Elks Lodge 1142.
and held a life membership in
that nrganization. He was also
a member of Roberts Lodge 172
,4 the Masons.
Born near Fulton on April 29,
19(16, Dr. Bard was the son of
Sam and Lelia Stevenson Bard.
He was married to Margaret Lu-
teis on September 14. 1924, and
to this union one daughter, Mrs.
Nell Luten Valentine, was horn.
His widow and his daughter
survive him. as well as one sis-
ter, Nliss Margaret Bard, and
two grandchildren, Gwen ana
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
SPIAT OVER SUPPORT PRICES
Contintlance of government ' per cent is indispensable tosupport prices for farm products I sodthern prosperity, are battlingat their present rigid level of 90 strongly. They want to see theper cent of parity, or "fair price," flexible price olan of the Aikenhas been voted down bs... the bill repealed. They lost by moreresolutions committee of the than 2 to 1 in the resolutionsAmerican Farm Bureau Federa- eommittee.
tion in cons-ention here. ,Thes: propose to take theirInstead, the resolutinns com- fight to the floor of the farm
rrittee gave its approval Dec. 14 bureau convention Dec. 16. Ifto a flexible system of price defeated there, they intend to go
eupports, permitting a decline to Congress. where they figureto a minimum of 60 percent of they have a good chance of sue-
nasity. It urged also that if the cess.
secretary of. agrim.dture felt con-
ditions caIled for .csuotas to re-
strict production and the farm-
ers refused to agree, the sup-
port price on the crop would
drop to 50 per cent.
These are provisions of the
Aiken bill passed by the last
Congress. The federation worked
to get them written into a lawSherry. which is effective in 1950 as a
$18,000 In Gifts
To Kroger Company
Bra ch Employees
Ca,h Christmas .gifts totaling
61f1,000.00 are being distributed
this week to Kroger Company .
employees in the Memphis area,
G. F. Berg, Kroger Branch Man- ,
agor announced
These Kroger people are a-
raring the 2,000 store. warehouse,
offiee. and manufacturing plant
personnel located in 19 midwest-
ern and Southern states who will
participate in the firm's Christ-
mas gift plan, announced recent-
ly bv Joseph B. Hall, Kroger
President.
The checks, enclosed in a col-
orful illustrated Christmas mes-
sage from Mr. Hall, will go to
ev•er- employee with six months
or more service with the excep-
tion of those employees who par-
ticipate in a company incentive
plan Incentive plan checks will
be distributed early ih 1949.
The resaution.. cenernittee
so declined to endorse the
wholesale application of price
supports to all crops, as urged
by a number of delegates.
The extent and strength of
sentiment in the South for the
maintenance of high price sup-
ports for the major southern
crops was evidenced at the only
open hearing of the resolutionslong-term farm program. committee Dec. 14. One dele-However, southern, cotton, to-
bacca. end peanut growers, who
insist the maintenance of gov-
ernment price guarantees at 90
Railroad Accident Fatal
To Weakley County Man
TT-J. Dickson, 44-year-old citi-
zen of Iartin was killed at abOut
9:30 Sunday morning when his
truck was hit by the Illinois
Central's fast "Sunchaser" at a
crossing about three miles north
of Martin
Mr. Dickson had been in Mar-
tin, and was returning to his
r .ral home at the time "of the
accident.
Mr. Dickson was born and
reared in Weakley County, and
was employed as a truck driver
by the J. B. Jacobs Construction
Co.17 Martin.
-Services were held at 2 o'clock
Menday at Winstead-Murphy Fa-
nem' Home. The Rev. Khlar
Ftainey off4ciated. Burialj was
j in East Side Cemetery•
gate after another, mostly from
Texas, North and South Caro-
lina, and Georgia, rose to pro-
test against any possible cut
in support prices.
A Texas delegate declared that
if the farm bureau federation
worked against the 90 per cent
guarantee in Congress, this might
cost it the loss of half a million
members.
No such sharp conflict ever
before has broken out in.the 30-
year history of the federation,
which is one of the largest farm
organizations in the country.
The majority of its leaders
feel, nevertheless that it will
be in the best interest of farmers
as a whole to avoid the perpetua-
tion of government price guar-
antees at their high wartime lev•
el, with the consequent reintro-
duction of crop restrictions so as
to prevent the production of
crop restrictions so as to pre-
vent the production of large sur-
pluses under the spur of high
price supports.
JIM McGEHEE
J. B. ("Jirn') McGehee, sec- DON'T FORGET TRIPLETS IN YOUR XMASretary of the Fulton CountFarm Bureau, suffered a heart
attack at his hotne near Cayce GIVING' MORE NEEDED TO BUY DWELLINGlast Tuesday.
His condition Wednesday was
reported to be improved, al-
though he is expegted to be con-
fined to bed for several weeks at
his home.
The News, together with the
thoesends of his frienaa through-
out this area, wishes genial "Jim"
sevedy recovery.
QUEEN CROWNED
1sec:de Nabors was crowned
aasketball queen, of South Ful-
ton High School on December 16
in a pre-game ceremony. Team
captain Curtis Cates placed the
crown on lVftss Nabors, elimaxing
When you start planning that
hanpiness for the Christmas holi-
days, think thtee times before
vou sit down to irjoy your
blessings . . . yes. think of the
triplets of Mr. and Mrs. James
Lewis who mav not be as com-
fortable AS 'they prepare to see
tl-eir first Christmas.
The traaets were born early,
M the Fall at the Haws Hospital
in Fulton. and shortly after their
birth a group of ladies got to• Second donation by
aether to see what could be !qrs. Flizabeth Snow $5.00 I
done for them. Much had been John Fugue Kizer 
 $5.00
done for them, but much more
is needed to buy them a dwelling
available at their home-town 0
Harris Station.
Pet the triplets on your shop-
pine list. They are in dire need I
of helo and if their little hearts '
could tell you how much they
— -ms-oriate it, they cer-
. •-• - tell you.
Other donations received are:
Mrs Carnie Adams .. $5.00
FIRST
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YMBC, Legion Nem
Fall Fair anal .Show
Fulton is going to have a
fair next year, and it promises
to be a dandy.
After being talked up around
town fel- the past year, the
plans were crystallized by YMBC
President Fbad Homra, who last
month appointed a "fair" com--
mittee headed by Barney
Speight.
Speight and Russ Anders()
VMBC, Vice-president, immedi-
ately scheduled a trip to Hop-
kinsville and attended a meet-
ing of the West Kentucky Fair
Association, enrolling the inter-
ested Fulton group as members
and enabling Fulton to be iarlud-
ed on the top-notch circuit of
shovy and racing horses next fall.
Following the definite inclus-
len of Fulton in the circuit, the
-West Kennicky-Tennessee Fair
ROAD PROGRAM
FOR NEXT YEAR
and Horse Show" was organizedjointry with the American Legion
here, with W. S. Atkins as di-
rector and Foad Homra, -secre-
tary, and plans are currently be-
ing mapped for a.four-day pro-
gram near the end of August or
the first of September.
The American Legion, in.jointly sponsoring the project,
-thus indicates that it will sche-
dule its excellent annual horse
show during this time.
Besides the Horse Show, which
will probably run more than one
day, the plans propose "big"
stake races every day on the
race track which will attract
more top-flight horses; a carni-
val on the grounds; and the in-
vitation of the country farm bu-
reau picnic, dairy show, and ex-
hibits.
The West Kentucky Fair As-
sociation includes 10 cities in
Western Kentucky, most of
whom have outstandingly suc-
cessful fairs every year. These
TO BE DISCUSSED Hinocplukciines‘LilaiCeenmtearr,i0CnentmraalyfiCeity,
Paciucah aod others.Correlation of all phases of
Kentucky's 1949 Rural Highway A delegation from the Fultonprogram with the primary high- group will go to Louisville in
way program will be discussed January to co-ordinate the local
at a two-dav meeting of Depart- dates with the Kentucky State
rnent of Highway officials in Fair Association. Following their
Frankfort December 28 and 29, return, a joint meeting ofit was announced today. YMBC and Legion officials will
Highway Commissioner Gar- be called for the purpose of
rett L. Withers said all district completing the organization of
cngineers and their assistants, cammittees and mapping out the
zone location chiefs, resident en- start of actual work on the proj-gineers ahd all division heads ect.
have been notified tb attend.
meeting will be to discuss in KROGER GIVES
"The principal purpose of the
considerable detail the Rural
Highway program in all its i
phases, including programming,
surveys and plans, construction,'
reconstruction and maintenance,"
Mr. Withers said.
"The new Rural Highway pro- I
.grem is lee- in which the ninca
highway districts a2d ell' divt,i-
hope that during this two-day
ions have a vital interest. We
conference Central Office per-
sonnel will have the opportuni-
ty to discuss with the district en-
gineers any questions arising
from a reciprocal effort of all
divisions to produce the best rur-
al road prograrn possible."
Effie Roper Davis
Mrs. Effie Roper Davis, 76,
died 'at her home in the Rush
Creek community last Tuesday
following a lengthy illness. a
Funeeal services were con-
ducted yesterday at the Rush
Creek church by the pastor, Rev.
L. E. Shaffer, with buriaj in the
church cemetery.
Born to William Thomas and
Martha McClellan Roper, Mrs.
Davis had spent her entire life
irc-Fulton county. She was mar-
ried to D. D. Davis on October
26, 1892. Ten caildren were born
to this union. Seven of them
survive. The husband preceded
her in death about 15 years ago.
Mrs. Davis was the oldest mem-
ber of Rush Creek Methodist
church and took an active in-
terest in all activities of the
church.
Survivors include six daugh-
ters, Mesdames Bob Edwards.
Joe Atwell and Clint Workman
of Hickman, route 4; Mrs. Clem
Atwell of Harmony community•
Mrs. J. T. Workman, Columbus,
Ky.; Mrs Rtichterd Bransford,
Long Beach, Calif.; one son, Lee,
Texarkana, Ark-Tex.; one nep-
hew, Paul Davis, whom she rear-
ed from childhood; thirty grand-
children; ten great grandchil-
dren; five brothers, Mack, Jim-
mie and S. T. Roper of Hickman;
George Roper of Los Angeles.
Calif.; Arthur Roper of St. Louis
Mo.
CHURCH NURSERY ADDED
A nursery, located in the new-
ly completed addition to the
First B i • :. r.' :n FAtur.
"onened for ausiness" last Sun
day, with the invitation being
made to parents to hring their
children in and leave them in the
care of the attendant while at
tending services.
FREE TPPS TO
SO EtinOYEES
—
Among the 50 winnefea'af a
10-day all expense trip to Flori-
cefloda and Cuba in the K ' er Com-
pany's inter-store are -
Charlie Deaton of rinth, Mies.
and Vernon Guynes of West
Memphis, Ark. They were judg-
ed vinners after attaining the.
highest percentage of increased
sales during the eight week's an-
niversary sale among 98 store-
managers in Kroger's Memphis
Branch.
The winning store managers
and their wives will leave for
Cincinnati, 0., on January 3,
where they will meet the other
winning couples. Each of the
winners will receive $75 for ex-
tras. and all expenses of the trip
will be paid by Kroger.
The group will co by special
train to Jacksonville where they
will change to motor coaches for
an extensive trip to scenic spots
in Florida. The trip including
stops at Silver Springs, Cypress
Gardens, Palm Beach, Daytona
Beach and Box Tower, ends with
a two-day stay in Miami I3each's
famed Hotel Vanderbilt.
Climax of the 10-day vacation
is et cruise to Havana abroad a_
luxury liner. Here the winning-
couples will tour Havana and.
eountry side before returning to-
Cincinnati.
Mrs. Ronnie Copeland
Mrs. Ronnie Copeland, Rice.-
ville, died last Tuesday morning'
at her home following a lengthy
illness.
Services were conducted Wed-
nesday afternoon near Pryor's-
burg, Ky., with burial there.
Survivors incluae four daugh-
ters, Mrs. E. B. Core, Riceville;
Mrs. Linnie Fraaier and Mrs.
Virgie Holland of FUltOn; Mrs.
Gertie Holt, Mayfl -Ad; two sons,
Joe of Hickman and Sam of Ful-
ton: fifteen grandchildren, thir-
ty-three great grandchildren,
numerous nieces and nephews;
• one brother, Lee Watson, May-
t,:a ,isters, Mrs. Minnie-
, Copeland; Pryorsburg: Mrs Cal-
: lie Bradley. Mayfield. Palibear•
ers were Bill and James Albert
Holifield Dalton Gore, Denver
•1 Richard Guest and
s Ross.
ebtionna T Zlit
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There is,. . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
(;od's C'hristmas f;irt
The pcace and jos.. of Christmas for all real Christians
is rict anci full tO uverflowing. But one cannot escape a
Pan.of regret at ,-:;!Ilions of men throughout the WOrld,
and tile Ihr011Ss Call' own lam.1, n,.ither understand
nor believe,Jhat the Son ot becamc
ils Chi !s inracry ot
h.cti no mina can conmletely
I:, H. . ..•, fInci
.
,-eth-ctton, anti-stren6.th tor tric.
if 11.0.
Befole iLe corning et Chr.st, ,,,• fro!,
God. A-..r:arliness env I I which :.,:evented
from timeving• the 'way to his la ,,venly home: a fatal
weakni.ss made it impoi:sit.le to 1.1:xcl. the road to God's
kingdom: and -a roadblock—created by sin—made entrance
int° heavcn an utter impossiiiility.
'But God is a Gocl,of love. He Lad it in His heart. not
only to forgive man's indignitTes and transgressions, but to
do so in such a way as to softEn the must obdurate of men.
Of course, in His thoungl)t ancl will there were all manner
possibilities for man's erilightenincnt, sustenance and re-
demption. And among those possibilities was a Bethlehem,
-.vhich was to lead to the Hidden Life, the Public AIinistry,
the CroSs, the Resurrection—and to man's temporal and
e.ternal salvation.
.Could God have chesen a better way to teach us than
seneling FLs•only-begotten Son. Jesus. to instruct os in
our cAvn native tongue?_ Coalcl_lic_ have niade .‘'irtue ,
attractive than by showing us. in . the daily actic.ns of
rfArist, how God would have us livC And though He might
:13170 redeemed us at less cost tu Mary's Son, He wished to
show us how much God can-love—that was His Christmas
Gift to you, to me, and to all mankind.
Kentucky Leads The WaY
Reprinted from the Los Angeles Times
One of the flaws in our democracy that seein to be-
,:ome morf apparent around election time is its uneven de-
.11opment
t„ We find men and women taking leading roles in move-.
• :netts who do not seem capable of ter.mwork because they
exert pressure in different directions. We find, for example,
wine who want to take California back to the days of
:Awls and feudalitia. .y apt, t.. aspi:e t„, be
4zeitry 1,..rons ' her-t:ian !....,tenants in a forward
grmy of .tizenry.
r Others seem to want to rush too far ahead of the pa-
:mete into the future while pull to the right or left
_st lines tangential to the main, progressive trends. Cali-
fornia finds it has its share of these people. all well mean-
ing but lacking civic co-ordination.
The state of Kentucky was like that or even worse.
it was rapidly becoming a backward srate, living on the
tame that its bluegrass, beautiful women, fine horses and
taourbon whisky had given it. One day a group of men
beaded by Harry W. Schacter, president of a large business
:_noncern in Louisville, met and decided to do sorneth:ng
about Kentucky. They formed tolhe "Committee for Ken-
tucky."
." -This fine group of men, representing the great organi-
sations and institutions of the state, not only did something
"nit they are continuing to do something. It wasn't something
nalitical for it was a nonpartisan project. It wasn't. some-
thing ieligious for the clergymen and lay leaders were tak-
ing care.ef that. It was something that can best be described
4.1,socm-economic—a sort of recharging of the batteries ofCite state's civic morale.
Tirst there was a survey. By 1940, it was fou.nd, Ken-
tucky was next t6 the lowest state in the South in indus-
trial payrolls, Its per capita income was 59 percent of the
United States average in 1943. Population was decreasing.
The state Jost 250,000 persons in three years. And so on.
• The. committee is having such great success that Mr.
Schaeter was led to believe some such committee could do
a: great deal for America. Accordingly, he has ppoposed
a "Committee for America."
'0," • no time in the history of our country has our de-
, anocritcy faced a greater challenge than it does today,"
rie says. "Unless we can meet this challenge the future of
our way of life will be in serious danger.
-It has become the deep conviction of many people thatTithe hope of democracylkes in the local community. If all
. groups in every American community can get together to
inscuss, plan and work to solve their local problems, our
.abernocracy will become so strong that it will not only be
able to meet every challenge, but it will actually grow
stronger with each challenge.
"It...seems, therefore, of real importance that a nation-
wide program be set in motion, aiming toward the forma-
tion of focal citizens councils throughout America. These
auld concern themselves with the over-all problems of
,,ach community."
4
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"Out Midwe.3t saks force is having trouble wi h
The Pcttleby Company!"
irivoca rum ANdhu:s iN 01111111
Income Down
This year, net farm income will
take a slump--the first in de-
cade—according to Departmenf
of Agriculture economists.
Falling prices for agricultural
proc:ucts., together with stable or
rising prices paid by farmer,,
will put a tighter pinch On farm-
ers' pocketbOoks.
_Due tO re;or_d_.creP_Dredttclion.
cash receipts in November re-
main slightly below those of the
,arae month last year. Total re-
ceipts for the year are likely to
be a little larger than 1948 re-
ceipts: however. higher produc-
tion costs will leave the farmer
a kower net share than he en-
joyed last year.
During the first eleven months
of this year, farmers received
$28 billion—to.° percent. above
ceceipts in the same period in
1948. Livestock receipts rose sev- :
en percent. Crop receipts drop-
1.:rcl tour percent.
Farmers and Unions •
Protection of the independent
farmer against union organizing
drives was requested by a special /
NCv ne 1c4 r.
essional Committee last
A .1-!ou-c Labor subcommittee,
heaued uy Lev,' 2ntative
Smith., R., Kan.), ._:.,) urged that
Congi-ess make certa that farm
workers are excluch . from pi'o-
visions of the Taft-liartley
In a special report on hearings
conductud from July to Septem-
ber 1947. the group declares that
both of these objectives can be
attained if Congress will defiry...
the term "agricultural laborer."
Congress has already exempt-
ed farm workers from operation
of the Wagner and Taft-Hartley
laws, and relieved farmers from
obligation to bargain collective-
ly with any labor organization.
But the politicos failed to men-
tion just what they meant by
' tarm worker.''
Subsequently, says the report.
court interpretations of this term
have created the danger that
larmeis may be subjected to reg-
ulations and decisions of the Na-
ional Labor Relations Board.
In the meantime unions "have
91ela
THE WASHINGTON NEWS
11,
2-11-TW1' AGIUCULTIMAL NEWS sne.,,cs
dangel- that lab.,r
destoy;thousands of independent
farmers within the near future...
Tne study, signed also by Rep-
resentatives Schwabe
; and Fisher (13.,Tex.) conclucie•.
: that --Congress should spell ou,
its ciefinition of avicultural la-
boier to assist NUM in carry-
! ing out intent ot Congress!"
4:31Inchiner_y_Supplx_
! Next yea,. Looters •.v11! c:
nearer to getting the an.I
type of farm machinery they
want. than at i..ny tune
prewar-clays.
Officials of the Agricult..
Department made tl.is
last week, as it became apparent.
-that some lines of machinei
may be starting to catch up wit
backlog of demands.
"There isn't a buyer's market
ye. in farm machinery." said on
expert, "But we should be dos
er to one next year."
in 1949, total farm machiner
output is.e.xpected to be more
tha_n 15 percent larger than that
in 1947 production. This year.
it is 250 percent above '.1935-39
Expoits will be smaller.in next
twelve months.
7eas,,,n tor this brighter out-
look is the fact that—bailing a
sudden v.-ar •Are—more stc.e
will be available for tractors al!!
other machinery.
Howtver, supplies are st;11
small in relation to current thl-
lar income of farmers. "Ave..-
age" farmers tends to spend
bout seven percent of income on
machinery—and there just isn't
enough machinery to go around.
3Iore fertilizer
Farmers will be able to obtain
more fertilizer next year, but
still not as much as they- need
and are able to buy.
by the Agriculture Department.
Officials estimate that notrogen
This was announced last week
supplies will total about 955,000
tons--seven percent above last
year (those figures were revealed
in this column last October 4).
Effective demand for nitrogen
in this country is expected to
reach about 1,000,000 tons. Sup-
plies will apparently be tightest
refused to be so restricted." the in the East and South.
report declares. "There .is grave Supplies. of potash will prob-
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g 215 Church St. Fulton Phone 906V
HAPPY NEW YEAR
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' ably be about 10 percent larger
next year than at present, How-
ever, many regions will be short
of this material. There should be
more than enough - phosphate to
meet all demands, according to
officials.
Experts still expect that with-
in two years, Western Europe
may be producing nearly enough
nitrogen to fill its own require .
ments.
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We add our voice to the chorus
of Good Cheer that greets oar
-oininunity this Holiday Season.
Friday, December, 24, 1948
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Mnin Street Phone 201
SEED
EXPERILiv;Cisf,D CLEANER': WITH A
T.IODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types cf seed
GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH
We are in ihe market for
DRY YEttOW CON
F e c s Viire Fencing
Authorized Dealers Fcr
SURGE MILKING NO:CHINES
We iiIJY and all kinds of feeds and seeds
A. C. BUTTS & SONS I
East State Line, Fulton Phone 202-J
Listen to our Gospel Sone program over WEAK. Monday
thru Friday. 7:15 p. Sundass, 8:30 a. m.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
Fulton, Ky.
210 Church St. Phone 909
rad FOil BUSINESS
DRiVE,-1113
(Formerly C E Sandwich Shop/
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
3y the Bottle By the Case
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street Phone 9194
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MAY THE JOY
OF MANY GOOD FRIENDS
GLADDEN YOUR
I CI"
 -
if C 1AS THIS SEASON.
MT'S SHOE STORE
MRS. BERT NEWHOUSE
MRS. LEONARD HOLLAND
AND (WEENIE
BERT NEWHOUSE
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HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY
Originated in 1937
We extend our deepest sym-
pathy to Lueille Yates whose !
infant grandson passed away
recently.
Mr,'and Mrs. Lewis . Fry of
Camden, Tenn., will arrive
Christmas Eve to spend the ,
Christmas holidays with Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Fry and -Gladys Fiy.
Shirley Jobe was in Union
City Saturday night shopping.
Mary Melton spent Sunday.in
the home of Charles Looney.
During the day Christmas gifts
were exchanged among mem-
bers of the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gilbert.
Wary Samons' soii,—Don, re-
ceived his discharge from the
Army Thursday, Dec. 16th.
Shirley England, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell England,
will be married to Henry Phil-
lips at 2:30 p.m. Dec. 24th. at
Wesley Methodist church with
the Rev. J. F. McMinn perform-
ing the ceremony. The public is
invited.
Dorothy Cox spent Sunday in
Hickman visiting her mother.
Garvine Austin spent Sunday
in Union City visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Legons.
/Sue Cope is showing off one of
her Christmas presents early.
It's a pretty new ring from her
uncle.
A few of the.girls in "T" sec-
tion surprised Mavis Yates with
a iittle party during rest period
Thursday, honoring hei on her
birthday.
Vada Walker celebrated her
birthday the past week.
Those who missed work due to
illness were Alma Bolton and
Baker Cosby.
We take this inean.s of welcom-
ing to Seigel City, Irwin Kush-
mer, whose home is Brooklyn,
N. Y. He is training to be a fore-
man and he.is not married, girls.
Which reminds me there are on-
ly a few shopping days left in
this leap year.
Do you know Edith Day's fav-
orite song? "All I Want For
Christmas is My Two Front
Teenth." That's all she wants
too, really.
If anyone has a gold button,
please donate it. It is for Mary
Samons who was at her machine
Thursday morning before the
1 /,1/,.VVe sing out
10--20
% ‘'tne gay
greeting ...
HAPPY
HOLIDAY!
+-
SPEIGHT TAXI SERVICE
Phone 315 Fulton, Ky. E. 4th St.
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Phone 201 — 217 Main St.
Phone 1540.-324 Walnut St.
Fulton, Kentucky
1948 BEST WISHES FOR
. pn4:21,3
Cheerily we add our
voice to the many happy
ones raised in the wish ...
MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
BENNETT ELECTRIC
a
. 1
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; last buzzer souaded.
At last someone IS a jump a-
head of Kilroy. The reason I
know? On a post by one of the
coke machines is this little verse,
"Glee, Glee, Joy, Joy, I got here
before Kilroy."
We would like to have a con-
test to see who can eat the rnost
Raymond Eriskley or Gene Cal-
1 lis.
The factory was closed Mon-
, day afternoon for the Cliti§tmas
holidays.
Work will be resumed 41an.
3rd.
The annual Christmas party
for the employees will be held
at the factory Friday Dec. 24th at
10:30 to 12 noon. All employees
are invited.
Mary Nell Page
Russ Taylor, three year old
son of Lois Taylor, was treated
at the Haws Hospital Tuesday
night, December 14 for dog bite.
The dog was a pet of Russ.'
Helen Nall's mother, Mrs. Ed-
ith Nall, was dismissed from
Haws Hospital December 15. She
has been a patient there since
November 27. While there she
underwent a major operation.
She is able to sit up some novv.
We had two absent from our
floor Friday, Rex Ruddle and
Lois Taylor.
Friday afternoon looked like
clean-up day on the cutting
floor The boys were sanding
the tables getting them readv
for a new coat of varnish.
My daughter celebrated her
second birthday December 17.
We had as our gue3ts, Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Jeifress and Patricia,
Mrs. Toni White and Bruce
White.
Helen Nall was absent from
work Tuesday because. of ill-
ness.
Murray has been planning on
going home foi Christmas but the.
last time I talked with him he
was awfully disappointed for he.
thinks now he won't„..get to go. I
still believe in Santa, Murray,
and here's hoping you get to go.
I don't have much news for
this week. Guess between Christ-
mas shopping and holding down
two jobs I don't have time. 0
"B" SECTION
Martha Luther
Rita Cashon and Pat Wilson of
Martin were week end guest of
' Mrs. Pauline Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Zora Parks, Mr
and Mrs. Edward Walberton and
!qrs. J.. C. Weatherspoon and
children were guests of Mrs.
Emma Butts last Sunday.
Helen Robertson and 011ie
Harris were supper guests of
Mrs. Iris Cook and family.
Eradell Latha mspent Satur-
day in Paducah shopping.
Lydia Payne nad as her guest
i last vceek end Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
gus Thornton of Union City and
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Dedmon
of Monroe, La.
Miss Martha Strayhorn of Lil-
burn, Mo.. visited her mother,
Mrs. Ruth Strayhorn last week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkins,
Margret Groves, Ducan Alexan-
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-ler, Mr. and Mrs. Gus- Alexan-
der and Cheryle attended the
birthday dinner given in the
holm' of Mr, Gus Alexander
Sr., last Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Harrison
and daughter spent the week
end with Mrs. Ruby Hicks of
Water Valley.
Mrs. Nora Allen had as guest
last week end, Netti Allen and
Dean Wyatt.
Isabel Hale, Louise Burns,
Jackie Work spent last Satin-
day in Mayfield.
Clovis Latham spent Saturday
in Union City shopping.
Jackie Bard, a student in
University of Kentucky arrived
Friday to spend the holidays
with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bard
and Sydney.
Mrs. Irene Clark and family
have moved from Beelerton to
Tennessee Street.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Gardner
atteniied a birthday dinner Sun-
day at Martin.
Mrs. Esther FerguSon attend-
ed the funeral of her uncle, Jim
Johnson of East Pairie, Mo., at
Hickman last Sunday.
Our sympathy to Mrs. Laverne
Morgan whose daughter died in
Detroit Sunday. The body will
be returned to Water Valley fbr
burial,
Congratulations, M• r. and Mrs.
James Alexander on the birth of
a son born Thursday at Haws
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe French and
son attended a dance in Dick-
son, Tenn., last Friday night
sponsored by the Local 419 of
Dickson.
Bana uniforms have been com-
pleted on schedule and are now
undergoing slight alterations af-
ter being fitted to the boys and
girls of the school band. Credit
goes to Leo Greengrass, floor-
ladys and foremen of cutting and
sewing departments for a job
well done.
Gus, what made your face so
-red the other day when the girls
in the 3rd and 4th units were
laughing? After all that feather
v..asn't in your cap.
Ladies, please watch how you
spit the ambeer out the windows
somebody might have on a beige
1
.
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11.1PPI HOLIDAYS! 1
1 1 CHRISTMAS CHEER
i CARTER-RICE CLOTHING COMPANY• 1il
1 Fulton 216 Main 1V Phone 210
It's a real
pleasure to
extend these greet,
ings to you.
.44\
A/C \
coat,. it did happen one time.
Ruby who did you say came in
to work arm in arm the other
day.
Mr Tucker, I've read where
the cow jumped over the moon,
but I've never read where a
mule jumped over a car, espec-
iallv a euck hunter's car.
Mrs. Lyda, Beauton Quill,
George, Eva Elliott, Martha Lu-
ther attended the funeral of Lon
Howard at Crutchfield Friday.
Merry Christmas and a Happy
; and Prosperous New Year and I
do mean prosperous.
"Ii 11 IF 11 11*- 11 11111
II II II II • II 111 11
GREETINGS
TO OUR FRIENDS AND PATRONS
May all your Christmas and New Years' wish-
es be granted, bringing you abundant health,
happiness and wealth.
REED BROS FEEDS & SEEDS
Depot St. Fulton Phone 620
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V We would like to wish all our many friendsV
V
•
I.a . MERRY CHRISTMAS
And lots Of it for friends,11
' I old and new.
V . HAPPY NEW YEAR
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WE SENSE
a New Year filled with plenty of good
things for the people of this community.
We're halipy and proud to be a part of
it. Best wishes!
DALLAS PRODUCE COMPANY
Phone 772 . Fulton Plain St.
1918
rrnd a
West St. Line Fulton
Thrisf alas
MCDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Phone 905 Fulton, Kentucky 212 Church St.
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Arthur Napier On Task
Force In West Pacific
mate, third clas. USN. son
Albert J. Napier of Route 2.
Wayne, W . Va.. is a member of
a unit of Task Force 38. which
is now undergoing an intensive
training period in the Western
Pacific and the China Set area.
- 
These exercises are being con-
ducted. for the purpose of giving
officers and men of the task
farce realistic training in all
phases of Naval activities. In
addition to the training on ship
board, peasonnel familiariz,
'themselves with the ports
peoples of foreign lands. "
Ports of call between trainipg
maneuvers, include Honoluh:.
Tsingtao. China, Y..kosuka. Ja-
pan, and Guarr.
PILOT OAK
Mrs. B. G. Lit Cor.
:Mr. and Mrs. Murphey
were guests of her 1.. ients, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Finley S.inday.
Mrs Hershel iloyci and &ugh-
...ter_  Of- Detroit Mit,h, rind .spen,'-
ing the Chris•-r.as nril!,iays with
her parents. -i :-.Irs. Boyd
Casey and oth,..
Mr. and Mr-,. R. :4. Ghssum
shopped in M - yfa'd ir.jaturday.
Brother Bill:: Yale,: will preach
at the Pilot Oak Church of
Christ Sunday rriorr.r.g at flu
eleven o'clock hour.
Mr. anc', Mrs Ravi., Steph-
,,,ens and family --of Union City
spent Sunday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and
Mr. and M:s. Wm. Hill.
Mrs. Paulotc: Hill and Mrs.
Edith Yates, spent Monday with
Mrs. Allene-Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
fannly visited his pFrents. Mr
and Mrs. Orby Bushart SundaY.•
Mr. and 5Irs. William Hill and
Randell are visiting Mrs. Hill's
brother. Bernie Yates in :May-
field.
Mr. anci Mrs. Eci Mount were
visitors in Pilot Oak Monday.
Mrs. Eve:yn Melton and Sher-
ry, Mrs. Allene L.,-,wry and. Jim-
mie Allen. Nlis. LC-1' SE.. Olive.
Tobi, Terry and Dana were in
- Fulton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gos.surn
and son of Water Valey were
supper guests of IVIr. and 7.1r.,
R. S. Gosslan Monday night.
ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Copelen, (or.
Curt Prince snent Sunday ami
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs
Troy Hopkins and' family.
hlrs. Jenny Putty visited with
Mrs. Nora Copelen Tuesday, IR
Several from this community 1 16
attended the funeral of Mr. How.-
ard Friday.
Misses Marie and Gladys
Moore visited a while Friday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen and family.
V
day night and Saturday' with
Sandra Lou Hale spent Fri-
Martha Kay Copelen.
Luther Veatch spent Sunday 11
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
and Beverly spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan IV
and family. , V
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen V
Martha and Marie spent Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Green.
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It's an ideal time to wish you
all the good things in life.
We're delighted to wish all
our friends a 
Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year.
KILLEBREW'S
Flowers and Gifts
Commercial Ave Fallon
Phone 53
1. Buttons and Bows
2. On a Slow Boat
tO China '
3. My Darling,
My Darling
4. A Little Bird
Told Me.
`You Were Only
Foolin'
Last ay Reductions On Toys!
Closing Out! Our LossmYour Gain!
r°
L r
RILTON til[1111CifURNIT1.114 CO.
SI9-323 WALNUT ST.•••dt.S.aerels0e. 631Vdt FULTON, K Y •••
Other Last Minute Gift Ideas:
CEDAR CHESTS ARE GRAND GIFTS
The-"Franklin" is sdid. cedar in!..zirie with bea-atift:i--
veneer finish; has lock and full-size tray inside that opens
with lid: chest includes a S.250 moth-protection policy. S64,
Others S39.50 S49.50 S59.95
IffAR Poi hoe
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
6. All I want for
Xmas 12 front teeth ,
7. Until
3. Lavendar Blue
9.• A Tree in the
:.:eadow
9. Maybe.1-,,u
;;.CCESSORIES FOR YOUR RF.CORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records). LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M. Over WNGO for the latest
records.
Vacuum Cleaners
APEX or ROTA1RE TANK TYPE
These machines come complete with the
follow•ing 12 attachments: convenient
hose and nozzle, 2 extension wands, crev-
ice no..z.le, air filter case, air filter; car-
- .inzzle; suction floor brush,
itpholeitry n.o7.zle, gas generator and spray
gun.
$69"
Special For Him!
REMINGTON
TRIPLE-HEAD
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
Best on the market; reg-
u 1ar price $19.50;
0,ur Special Price:
$14.50
FLUORESCENT
DESK LAMP
Regular price $10.50
Our Special Price:
$7.50
'v.,: ,.,...,,,It...!AxV.A.;111141.,VIV ,tt‘t
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Half Price
St...GUI-F.11S. red and white. rubber tires; were $6.95 t 610.9.5
Now Half Price
.
SCOOTI-T. ...3TKES. belt drive. rubber tiresi
. . . half price
TOT-CYCLE: wocid wheels, bright red: were S'1.95 half
WOT-CYCLES: steel wheels and frame with rubber tircs•
'were S4.95 Half price
SCOOTER-SK,ATES: metal frame with :3 steel wheels
were S1.95 .... half price
METAL Hand Cars:- rubber tires: were S20.50 . . lnaif!-price
P
"
- P
e
Reduced
JET-MOBILE bomb wagons: metal: were $9.50 now $5.
FULTON Thunderbolt wood wagons; rubber tires; remov-
able sides were S14.50: reduced to $9.95.
RED Wheeibarrows, -metal; were S3.50; reduced to $2.95
ROCKING ITORSES:-spring-suspended; were S14.95
Reduced to $9.95
ELSIE Gilbert 3-face Dolls. were S6.95 reduced 'to $4.95
Miniature real ELECTRIC IRONS. with cord were $2 .
Reduced to $1.50
Two-piere DOLL PARLOR SETS: matching upholstered O.-
van ancl chair: were $4.95 set: reduced to $2.95 set.
Little RED ROCKERS, vvood; were $2.95; reduced to $2.50
MECHANICAL JEEP fun-maker: was $2.25: reduced to S2
Mechanical wind-up FUNNY TRICYCLES: were S3.50: re-
duced tn S2.95.
Other Stock ai iieguiar Prices
Tricycles; metal frame and rubber tires: .
DeLuxe met. wagons with balloon tires
Junior roller skates: steel, ball-bearing
Real Piano's: 1 to 2 octaves
Five-Piece tool sets
"Pooch" pop-out dog
Blackboard sets
"Magic Slate" blackboards
Donald Duck cameras that take real pictur
ard Number 27 film
Regular size roller skates ball-bearing
UKE-A-DOOLE ukeleles .
Plastic harmonicas
Miniature washing machines. complete wi
Clothes pins, for doll clothes
Kerosene-burning lamps _
"Buildo" construction sets .
Automatic cap pistols . _
Metal 2-propellor airplanes
Wooden 3-blade helicoptors
Durable tractor-scrapers
TINKERTOY educational wood sets
. $5.95 to $22.95
S1.95 to $21.95
$2.95
$3.75 to $6.g5
25c
$1.69
$1.50, $1.95
$1.00
es and use stand-
$2.93
84.50
89c
79c
th wringer $6.50
3 doz. 20c
50c, $1, $2.98
$4.95
75c
. 95c
$1.49
$3.50
C0c to $2.49
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STUDENTS CONDUCT
COMMUNITY SURVEY
.A.`f)-psOximately -600 'University
Kcntlicky students are con-
(lotting a sui vey c,f social con-
ditions :n 250 cornmunities
throughout the state during the
a
'
Are Y01.1 Going Thru
CHANCE,,,
4P.elFE r, ‘:"
causini; ytt to suff,-!r from
HOT FLUS:,11S?
Christmas holidays. Purpose of
the survey is to gather informa-
• tion which will be used by var-
ious state agencies in civic im-
provement programs. •
I The students, wholAre workingItsticliir the direction of the Vni-
versity of Kentucky Bureauj of
Community SerVice, will collect
data on almost every phase of
community life, including the
number of hospitals, doctors,
I nurses, dentists and 'lawyers
serving citeh town or city;
whethci. ot Tiot clectricty is a-
tu the community'-s yes-
' :dents; local Red Cross units;
typei of- fire departrnenti=: num-
•i• of Churchcs and the clenonh-
. :v.ti‘ms; whether or not the coin-
• mrety has a teen-age Avreation
onimunieation and I
:::ins.o.Atation facilities: and
newspapers circulate, in
, ; • .1 hot
!.. :411-
• , Then DO
;:. . et-able
• murtm.. ieheve sucn symp-
r, ioc.‘. f or t hi !
n ularly —P!nkliam's
ht:ps bur,d up resist-
(
trt,,. 1, , 7.hat De, call a
u:triht ,t:lative. It po,:tivel con-
ta:ns no h. t:•-fcrming
Corr:tt- mid he?
• •••.7 t•.• t• .1"1, rt.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
lECETABLE COMPOUND
,cheduled for coverage in
WATCH
REPAIRING
EFFIC1EICT
PROMPT and
col:1E1E011S SERVICE
R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
‘i AIN ST. FULTON. KY.
wasailiewelellesairesamiteallikas
The Fulton ( tnty NEWS, F'..titon. Kentucky
Wiring Specialists Give Outlet Tips
For Xmas lighting,Year-Round Living
VOil can go "all out" on Lighted Christmas oecorations. wiring
A specialists advise, if your home has enough electrical outlets in
handy spots. Properly located outlets not only make it easy to place
Yuletide decorations in appropri-• 
ate places, the experts claim, but
also provide greater convenience
and flexibility in.lighting and ap-
pliance use throughout the year.
Three unusual arrangements
arc pictured- ancl' the tottfiWt
wiring installations are rernm.
mended for lighted holiday orna-
ments as well as general year-
round use.
Floor Outlet---A sunken floor
outlet under the dining table that
ran.he connected by a cord to a
multiple plug-in receptacle at-
tached to the table itself cit pro-
vides convenient use of srnall
conking appliances and special
centerpieces like t.he one below".
It eliminates the unsafe prac-
• .
tice of trailing extension cords
over or,under the rug. The tn-
angulat tree illustrated is made
of heavy red flameproof paper.
The light cord is fastened in place
on the inside with gummed tape.
The lights are set into holes cut
in the "tree." Fire-resistant green
crepe paper, fringed to look like
pine needles, hides the bases of
the bulbs and gives a finishing
V 
decorative touch
io; Outlets Every 12 Ft.—When
g convenience outlets are spaced
every twelve feet along the wall,
_
it the survey are the local organiza-
g !ions interested in sponsoring
it civic improvement programs.
g Students from the sociology
g , departments of Hera, George-
)! town.  and Centre are also _partici-
pating in the survey, John Giv-
en, director of the UK bureau
I stated
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A triple Tish for all
of you is ours:
r-ld Cheer! Good Friends!
a
a Good Health!aaaa
a KING MOTOR COMPANY N decorations was a prettily dec-g
V A orated Christmas tree. .
1 
Chrysler - Plymouth Dealer ; Following the luncheon bridge
: was enjoyed. Mrs. Buren Rogers
1. 1 1 1 -115 Carr St. Fulton Phone 1267 !was high scorer for the afternoon
It gN and Mrs. Dudley Meacham won
sissismoismassimonimussiiimplarsesurnesssonswwmmmxsnrssursosess travel prize.
_ _____ 
_____ _ 
--- ---- Members aljending were Mes-_istirtirsmaillillattirevisearsirtwariaranstriestiereaeristartwastet
iit dames N. T. Morse, Bunn Cope-
V R land, Don Hill, C. L. Maddox,
g g Felix Gossum and R. B. Roberts.V it ,
a
SOCIETY
MESDAMES ST1LLEY
AND S1NMONS GIVE
PARTY FOR CLUB
Mesdames Ruvert Stilley and
Mel Simons entertained the
members of their bridge club and
R two guests. Mrs. Bcren Rogers
• and Mrs. Dudley Meacham, with
a pot luck luncheon Thursdaysat
Et the home of Mrs. Stilley.
The luncheon was served but-
! fet style with the table centered
II  with a crystal bowl filled with
colorful Christmas balls and
candles.
:1 The guests were seated at card
tables centered with candles gar-
IC landed with greenery and red
berries. An added feature to the
690ta SHOO?"
A
A
A
a
A
A
V Can we
V
V
if
if
come in with a
li) gay note tosing o:rt .... Best Wishes?
IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Phone 540 Fulton 200 Walnut
World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to A
Times More Clear Sound
• Here's new hearing clarity—with far
more sound intensity than before! And
whet:), new hearing comfort—millions
can now hear with power turned way
0 down- No buzzing, no hollow sounds. 1
R !tenons sets new standard of lifelike
3 hearing. V
ill FREE war facts onAleafnora. Plain orr qp- 1 b.Get free booklet of amazing post, W
Ot per—no o igation. Come , la, Li•
Kt phone. or mail coupon. WI
-distinctive 
-decorations like the-
home-made church scene pictured
can be set up without limiting the
use of lamps and appliances in
other parts of the room Outlets
spaced according to tile twelve-
foot rule eliminate the need for
unslightly extension cords and
make it possible to arrange fur-
niture where desired
Outdoor Outlet--lnstalled near
the front entrance and other ap-
propriate spots for outdoor deco-
rative lighting, garden or cooking
appliances. Weatherproof cord
sets should be used for exterior
decorations like the one shown
THURSDAY EVENING
CLUB GIVES DINNER
PARTY FOR MEMBERS
The members of the Than-
clay night bridge club and one
guest. 'Miss Marolyn Shannon,
en .oyed a .delightful progressive
dinner.
All the homes were beautifully
deeorated in keeping with the
holiday season.
served at the hOnle of mf..J.L. 111111111111111111111111.1111pr
The first course, cocktails, was
0010010110EKIIIIINIINEACIMMKIMEMIEMEIMMUKIKIICIIIIKinfig
V
V
V
V
V
Jr.. after which bile group
‘.rit to the, home of Miss Dc-
..:s.ei where the salad course wa
served. The main course wa
at the home of Mrs. Fred
'i,.)n,ra. The beautifuly appoint-
td dining table was centered with
..edar in the form of a Christ-
..., tree with the edge outlined
:th colorful Christmas candy
:ills and cedar which terninat--
. into minature corsages for
EZ.Ch CI" the guests. Candles cast
L soft glow over the, festive
sacra.-
The dessert course was- served
Ails. Morgan Omar's home
feature decorating be-
,eautifully lighted Christ-
..:ee from which gifts were
se attending were Mrs.
Airs, Homra. Mrs. Stanley
Airs. Ralph Cantrell, Mrs.
L. Jones, Jr., Mrs. Clyde
Jr., Mrs. Joe Treas, Miss-
Andy Demyer,,Martha Moore,
nn Godfrey; --Cfrarlerte--Mart in
Mary Hernra.
::),,n't worry, folks, about those
New Year's resolutions. There's
: t :Er been one invented yet that
• couldn't break if you tried
- cl enough.
4111111.1111111111=111inik
Attention Farmers
Dead Stock
REMOVED FREE
In samtary Trucks. Phone lbl
collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.
Fulton, Ky. or, 122 'Wing° Ex.
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Bo\ 1'27, Paducah, Ky. N 
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NSAutiN0 AiD V
O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
0
Mayfield Rendering
Company
Mayfield
-Fulton Hwy.
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408 Eddings Street Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home tor. and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ins.
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1\iay the flame of
happiness burn brightly
in your home
this Christmas
NE WORN roxe
Levin ga
AIRLENE GAS COMPANY Of FULTON
FULTON, KY.
-4r.r—fa r_00 fte; - . • -
Just for a minute, we relive
all the joys and raptures of child-
hood as we behold the bright
tinsel and the gay wrappings of
the boxes stacked high under
the Christmas tree.
May your gift be an assurance that all
your most cherished dreams and hopes
will be realized—that is our wish for
you at this happy Yuletide season.
POLSGROVE SERVICE STAIN
to our friends
GULF PRODUCTS
Fulton
tee •
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor, PHONE 926
CHRISTMAS PARTY
GIVEN BY BUNCO
CLUB THURSDAY
A Christmas party was jiven
-
Thursday night for the' Btinco
Club and their guests at the
home of Mrs. Irby Holder on
Valley street with. Mrs. Pat
Matheny and Mrs. Eph Dawes
co-hostesses.
The house was decorated
throughout with Christmas dec-
orations. The beautifully lighted
-Christmas tree was surrounded
by gifts that were exchanged by
the guests later in the evening.
The guests arrived at 6:30 and
a delightful pot luck supper was
eerved. The guests were seated
at card tables with each place
marked with attractive place
cards and a Christmas corsage
for each guest.
After supper bunco was play-
ed with prizes being awarded tri
Mrs. Mary Weeks who won
first bunco, Mrs. C. P. Bruce,
second bunco, Mrs. Irby Holder,
third bunco, Mrs. Rollie Miller,
had first hig10 Mrs. W. B. Mc-
Clain, second high, and Mrs.
Johnny Sharp won low and Mrs.
'James Matheny, travel.
Guests attending were Mes-
traCtelltz&WVVVVVC
As Christmas approaches. ties
friendship grow stronger anci
we open our store house of mem-
ories. We 11;.e to remember our
friends at this time with a . . .
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
greeting and *a word of thanks
tor their kindness.
BOAZ & HESTER
Groceries and Produce
PHONE 147 MAIN ST.
Fulton, Hy,
, •
'orating and presenting the play-
lette they will work off portions
of their badges.
dairies, J. H. Ponds, Mary WeeIts, ,
Florence Goodwin. Raymond I
Hewles. Robbie Miller,- Dick I
Hughes, James Matbeny, Johnny
Sharp, Mertie CardwelL, John
Moore, Max McKnight, John
Morris, Joe Mullins. Vernon Mc,
Alister, C .P. Bruce, C. A. Boyd,
Sr., and *. McCiain.
GIRL SCOUTS HAVE
CHRISTMAS DINNER
TUESDAY EVENING
The Girls Scouts had a Christ-
mas program and dinner Tues-
day night at the Woman's Club.
The club room was beautifully
decorated by the girls.
given wi
ing a playlette written and di-.
rected 
nb yt eh r et ehsaet i gnh rp aspt r 0 tgi er ea apmer he s
we natsi
trole. A prize was awarded ttte
Busy Bee Patrole for having the
best dramatization and will be
.given the prize at the January
/meeting.
Following the program a de-
lightful Christmas dinner was
served to 50 girls and Airs. Fred
Gibson, Mrs. Joe Hall and Mrs.
W. L. Durbin.
After the dinner the group
sang Christmas carols and the
presents from the Christmas
tree were distributed.
The dinner v..as part of the
Scout work and by sewing, dec-
-
At this time, we would like
to wish all our many friends
very . . .
Merry Christmas
GORDON, SOMERS
and VAUGHN
Potato Storage and
Shipping Company
407 Walnut St, Fulton
Phone 1249
2001-2Maar-Daiikarati •Nri-ZOIN2-44-kikiDat
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VVe Rape—
that your home is blessed
with al! the contentment
tv possible during this
4A0 holiday season.
We're stopping
by with a cheery
. greeting.
P. T. JONES & SON
Coal, Plunzbing and Heating
Phone 702 427 E. State Line Fulton
mxm,vmmmnPommnnsownmmaroximmanm7ommnnn.
CHRISTMAS PARTY ,
ENJOYED BY CLUB r,
THURSDAY EVENING
The Fulton County Utopia
Club had its annual Christmas
party at the home of Miss Kath-
erine Adams Thursday, Dec. 16.
Those attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Joe McAlister, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pewitt and son. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Adams and daughs
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dowdy:
Mr. Curtis Hancdck and son, Mr.
and Mrs. John Watts and chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hop-
per, Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard,
Mrs. Lewis Atwill and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold McClellan,
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Mrs. Mar-
garet Lawson, and Miss Alartha
Fondow and Robert Adams.
The group spent the evening
playing rook aper which gifts
were exchanged.
The hostess served pecan pie
and coffee to her guests.
PALESTINE CLUB
HAS :MEETING AT
COMMUNITY HOUSE
The lesson on the methods for
natural finishing of furniture
was presented by Mrs. Thomas
Bruce to the Palestine Home-.
maker's Club which met at the
community center December 17.
Airs. Robeet Thompson called
the meeting tp order
after . whilti Mrs. ,Lon ,:trown
conducted the devotional by
reading Lu ke 2.: 8-20 and
"Christmas Bits': by Edgar A.
Guest.
During ,the butsiness session
plans were completed for the
Christmas supper ,and party De-
cember 21. Each family is ex-
pected to bring toys which are
ta be sent to the Crippled Chil-
dren's Hospital in Lbuisville.
Mrs. Eertha Nugent in the land-
scaping lesson told about muhs---
ing plants and the care of gladio-
li and dahlia bulbs during the
winter months, -
Mrs. Percy King directed the
garne, Santa's Pack. and Mrs
Pev.-itt led the gr,..up in
the Christmas calors.
nt Night.- and "0 Little
wn of Bethlehem.
Lunch was served at noon.
Each member brought sand-
wiches for herself and coffee
and tea were served by the host-
?.s.ses, Mrs. Browder, Mrs. Frank
Stroud and Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
Mrs. McLeod, agent. displayed
a Christmas tree for table dec-
oration. Eighteen members and
Mrs. McLeod attended, the meet-
ing•
TUESDAY EVENING
rLus MEETS WITH
MRS. BEN EVANS
Mrs. Ben Evans entertained
the members of her bridge club
Thiesday night at her herne on
'rings street
The Christm-as theme was used
.11 the decorations which added
a fesfive note to the home.
Several progressions of con-
tract were enjoyed with Mrs.
Martin Nall receiving high scpre
prize and Mrs. L. O. Bradford,
bridge bingo at the close of-the
gimes..
The hostess served a lovely
party plate to Mesdames gell,
Bradford, Clanton Meacham.
Abe Jolley, L. O. Carter. Vester
Freeman, R. C. Pickering and
A. G. Baldridge.
*IADIES AUXILIARY
ENJOYS CHRISTMAS
DANNER TUESDAY
The Ladies Auxiliary of tire
Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men enjoyed a hively Christmas
dinner at Kellen's Derby Cafe
Tuesday night.
Covers were laid for 18 guests
and a delightful turkey dinnei
w.as served.
Following the dinner gifts were
exchanged from the Christmas
OH! CHRISTMAS STAR s*..1 holders. The room was dec.
Oh! Chilstrnas Star that shines
drill •
FrOrll "Aav.en's jewell-lit case
Our p!.aycrful thoughts of this
world
Upoil your beams we 0,0...
Give us the faith of the
Shepherds
Who took the starlit way
To worship the little Christ
child
WhO asleep in the manger lay.
Give us new hrwpy. songs
To sing v.-ith added cheer,
With the beauty of the Angel
carols
Who announced the Babe was
here.
Give us peace, so warm and
deep
Across our weary land.
Power to love as He has taught
To share with our fellowman.
Give us wisdom of the Wisemen
Who brpught their gifts to Him.
And knew He was -the Savi
Who came to enlighten them.
Bless our star of hope
Fill it with treasures rare
Bright dreams for our future
years
To scatter here and there.
Let us walk in Hit way
As taught in the Bible Holy
No place, He would nut enter in
No home too humble-lowly.
Let your bright heavenly light
Warm our hearts today.
Give us patience to uniterstand
As we travel along Lfe,s way.
As you caressed the Christ
, Child's birth
Within those stable wails
Bare our message ',into Him
Who loves and keeps us all.
By EMMA L.•ROBERSON
Fulton
played 'with Mrs. Raymond,'
Bowles and Mrs. John Alfred re-
ceiving prizes.
Those present were Mrs. Cly(le
Onv;r. Mrs E. H. Knighton. Ills.
Joe Mullins, :qrs.
Airs. RaYmond Bowles. Mrs.
Sarn Steele, Mrs. A. E. McKen-
zie. Mts. Claude Shelby. Mrs.
Claude Linton. Mrs. J. L. Hagan.
Mrs. J. W. Fenwick. Mes. JOhn
Alfred, Mrs. W. E. Black.-^Irs.
L M. Roberson. :qrs.' Franeis
Edwards. Mrs. J. L. M:..Cree and
NIrs.,. E. Babb.
ADVANCED CHILD
CARE CLASS
The second in this series of A
three meetings will be held at
Palestine Community House
Wednesday night, January* 5, at
6:30. The group will meet fbr
supper snd the topic for discus-
: Dr) will be sErtandards of
Health—(Reading Throats)."
TEA FOR FACULTY
GIVEN BY HOME
ECONOMICS CLASS
The third year Home Econom-
ics Class of Cayce high school
gave a Faculty Tea on Decem-4.
ber 17 in the Home Economics
room from 10:20 till 11:20 a.m.
All the faculty was present. •
The table was draped with a
lace table cloth with a center-
piece of a minature Christmas
tree and tall red candles in cry-
IltalgeoCagetegfaCaliCetaitreaen.SLSX
CLOSED CHRISTMAS
May we wish you all a very
3IERRY CHRISTMAS
RAY'S
=SANDWICH SHOP
Ra Hunter
tree after which games were ; lononrsrsibranrnitsrax•tour•rs-
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atecl to carry out the Christ-
mas motif.
Patsy McMurray poured the4
fea She was assisted by Wilma
Siel Brasfield and Ann Rose
Phebits.
Hosteeses were Rheudell Hasts
ings and Alceon Bazzell.
INTERMEDIATES
GROUP ENJOYS
HOLIDAy PARTY
The teachers of the Inter-
mediate department of the First
Baptist church entertained their
classes Monday night with a
Christmas party.
Games were enjoyed during
the evening after which refresh-
ments were served to 38 chil-
dren.
The teachers were Mrs. Ralph
Brady, Mrs. G. B. Butterworth,
Mrs. Charles Gregory, superin-
VCOVVVVVOIVW
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CHRISTMAS
MerrY Christmas 1948
Christmas is an old fashioned
holiday, a time for reliving
childhood days and for recall-
ing. old times, old friends.
May all the peace and tran
;01.lity of all the season be
yours in tun measure.
•
SOMASTERN
Motor Truck LineE, Inc
tendent, Mr. and Mrs. iierman
Awns, Mrs. Charles Le;oney and
Oden W. Fowler were Mrs. Oden
'W. Fowler and son, Glenn, Nutch
Benny Sams, Rhey Looney and
13,i1,19. Gregory.
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT
TEACHERS OF BAPTIST
CHURCH HAVE PARTY
The Junior Department of the
First Baptist church were en-
tertained Tuesday night with a
Christmas. party given by the
teachers, Mrs. William Scott.
Mrs. W. T. Hinkle, Mr and Mrs.
tred Bondurant, 1VIjkill Clifton
Hamlett, Paul Butts, Richard
Willey, H. C. Sams, Buel Carlisle
and the superintendent, William
Scott.
Games were feature entertain-
ment. Hot dogs, candy and ice
cream were served to about 70
111.CP,‘"-Itr-I.MItt.MCF,,C.f,0104
Afe,but elviatosas
May the true Joys and bless-
ings of that first Yuletide be
yours today 
• PEACE ON EARTH, GOOD
WILL TOWARD MEN."
1-.11tsn Concrete Blocl,
Company
D. 11. BAIRD; Ounei•
Fulton
Phone 58:i
children. All tlierclasses Were
reeTesented. Gift; were exchang-
ed froin the Christmas tree.
--
COFFEE SHOPPE
ENIPLOYEES HAVE
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cam-.
bill, owner of the Coffee Shoppe,
entertained their ernployees, hus-
bands and friends with a dinner
party at the cafe Tuesday night
akeight.
1Cir. Gambill presented all the
ladies -with a corsage and gifts
. vere exchanged.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Uption, Jr., Mrs. Lera Weather,
spoon, Jess Blair. Miss Mary Lou
Colley, Mrs. 'Carlene Boon. John
P. Morgan, Miss Jeanette Starks,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lee Parks,
the host and hostess and their
son Micheal-
r-INIVEICtit c0
•
Merry Christmas
May the true j.,N, and bless-
ings of eliat first luletide be
yours today — "PEACE ON
EARTH GOOD WILL
TOWARD MEN."
P'48
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SAVE THE EASY WAY ... a little each week, and have money 4.
q„I
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OUR 1949 CHRISTMAS CLUB
is now °pope,
You May Join Anytime
for gifts next year! Chose any of these plans:
you receive. SI2.56
you receive 25.00
  you receive 50.00
you receive 100.00
you receive 150.00
you receiee 25o.00
a
a
r!,1
f.
6
2Sc. wee.kly
Depozit 50c
- Deposit SI weekry
weekly
Deposit S-3 weekly ........
S5 weekly
Depcsit 5i2
AN IDEAL GIFT FOR YOUNG FOLKS
Teach them the habit of .thrift . . . come in today
start a small club with a few payments, and turn
the book ovel• to them on Christmas to continue
through the year.
Safety --- Service --- Satisfaction
Member F. D. I. C.
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Town Topics
Shannon Murphey, a student
ef the Universitf of Texas, Aus-
tin, TexaS ,arrived home Sunday
to spend qie Christmas with his
parents, Mr. and Mri. Harry
Murphey, west of town.
Danny Baird who attends the
Untversity of Kentucky is spend-
inrthe holidays with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird.
Mr. and Mrs. Merville Mul-
lins and daughters. Melinda and
Marsha and Jerry Mullins, all
of Lexington are the holidays
guests of their parents, Mr. and
FULTON 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
RAD CAMERAN
ILONA MASSEY
in
PLUNDERERS
Musical and Comedy
st'N. - aloN. - ITES.
The Best Years
of Our
Ca rtoon--P Piirchase-
and Fox
tl DN F.`41A TH ILSDAY
t° /04 04"
• 4,. ;
via('
•-• ""
-.4-1". •
I
Vt ,
Ac!iled Fax Neu%
;e1ii Or Ai Xi WM IX .itt O• tt:
The Fulton Malco'
Theatres wish for you
and yourrd tery . .
Merry Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
FULTON THEATRE
ORPHEUM
THEATRE
7S Yr• Ts !tg 7,5 7S110 75 7G Pt "
ORPHEll 
FRIIDA—Y - SATURDAY--
CHARLES STARRETT
in
SIX GUN LAW
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
DANA ANDREWS
JEAN PETERS
in
• DEEP WATERS
Cartoon and Comedy
TUE, - WED. THURS.
Double Feature
JOHN SUTTON
DORRIS MERRit
COIJIITERFEITERS
plus
JOHN LUND
JEAN AUTHUR
FOREIGN AFFAIR
The Fulton County News, Fulton. Kentucky -
Mrs. A. W. Mullins on the May-
field Highway.
Miss Marilee Beadles arrived
home Sunday night from Tampa,
Fla., where she attends college
to spend Christmas with her
father, Frank Be,adles and Mrs.
Beadles.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie
and little son, Fred Wayne of
Cairo, Ill., will spend Christmas
with her mother, Mrs. Alex
Khouri,
' Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Jr.,
have arrived from Dallas, Texas
to spend the Christmas holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Hardy, Sr.
Hugh Earle, a university of
Kentucky student, is spending
the holidays with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Earle.
James Thompson of Nashville,
Tenn., is spending the holidays
with Mrs. Thompson and little
son and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Thompson.
R. C. Pickering spent Tuesday
' in Memphis on business.
Joe Davis. Jr.. has arrived
horny from Washington Univer-
,ity, St. Louis. Mo., to spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Bin-
ford and chaldren of New 01.-
leans, La., will be the Christmas
guests of their parents, Mr. and '
J. E. Fall, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Pomp Binford.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Polk and I
little daughter, Mary Eleanor and
Miss Mary Jones of Memphis
will arrive this week to spend the
holidayi with their parents, Dr.
and Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr., on Ed-
dings street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell will
spend the holidays with their
sort, William Irvin Bell and fam-
ily and in Detroit, Mich.
---
Henry Locke has arrived home
to spend the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 0
Locke.
Mr. and Mrs, Flynn Powell of
Murray are the holiday guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Evans.
Read Holland i- s home from the
University of Kentucky to spend
the holidays with his parents,
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans will
leave Friday for Water Valley,
Miss., to spend Christmas with
their son, Dr. Ben P. Evans
and family.
---
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Hill
and son, Freddie, left Wednes-
day, Dec. 22 for St. Petersburg,
Fla., to spend Christmas with
M d M
vvcvcknt,-f.-Tw-c-vctcvctyf-tc-vc-T.,-.;:-gv.%
A C. Krayer. Mrs. Hill's troth--
er and sister, students at T.),..,ke
University., will also be ?tome
the holidays. Mr. Hill wi21
main two weeks while Mrs.
will, stay until ,Februaiy.
Miss Margaret Brady who
teaches in Mayfield will spend
the Christmas holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brady.
---
Mrs. Sam Winston left Thurs-
day for Cincinnati, O., v:here
.she will spend the holidays with
her daughters, Mrs. Art Adams
and Miss Mary Nell Winston.
---
Pal Boaz is home from West-
ern Kentucky State College to
spend the holidays with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Boaz.
Miss Helen King who attends
Bowling Green Business College
has arrived home to spend
Christmas with her father. Per-
cy King and Mrs. King, west of
town
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. :Maddox,
Mrs. Frank Cole and .Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Durbin will spend
Christmas with their sister and
daughter, Mrs. James A. Holder-
man and family in Decatur, Ill.
Mrs. Ed Roberts spent MondLy
in Memphis on business.
Jirnmy Rogers who is 4.1 the
i Navy at Millington, is spending
Christmas with his parents on
, Thedford.
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' this week from Buffalo,
Y.. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams
NaFliville and Peggy Koel-
1.r.g. Robert and the baby from
4 
'''' t — 
0 Mrs. Nall's parents. Mi'. and Mrs.
i'. day to spend the hclidays .v.th
:,1 •......; it Herman Roberts o: the F..(krnan
''' .61•-0 4./ ' P highway.4 P.
4 P
p. 
Mrs. Vincent Splane and little4 ..
:I g son, Douglas of Mernpnis are
;1 N A Merry Christmas to you. •! it, t e holida• guests of he: parents,
4 ..\, Ir. and Mrs. Trev..,-: Whayne.It
',I % 14 And that's a wish we'd 0
4 like to shout to the'utter- it Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Neffel
4 AA g and-children. Sandra and Edwin
4 0 A most parts of the earth. will spend chriv.rnas with his
T " But right now, we'll be . liairents. Mr. and 41Irs. Jchn Nof-if
ia; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. NIcGee ofV
:' Vicksburg, Nliss., will spend the4
K,„, Christmas holidays in the home4
V ri, of her father, Joe Bennett ;:n
it
4
4
4
4
4 
>
Gfr
,....,4
 
„,.. Carr street.
X
A
a and son. Kenny. Mr. and Mrs.
g J. H. Flake of Jackscn. Tenn.,
g will be Christmas guests of the
V latter's mother, Mt s. Pear; Weav-
it Mr. and Mrs. James Cullum
4
r-----Wtil. . ':::1 P. — --
4 . g er and Eleanor.
4 
,
4 I 0[4 b,-,,:-3". 0, children Craig and Martha Allen
4 . i 2,,,,t7.:,  !$i! g Mr: and Mrs. Hugh NO and
4 it of Calhoun. Ky., arrived Mars-W N i. ‘'ii2; ' .)// 14't'' " r-1/4
4 • 1 i ' .
4
4
It
4 
,)(50)content to te': you quietly
. ... '
, -- and very sincerely that we day for Huntingdon: Tenn., to
spend the holidays ..s.,:th his
Frank Cequin will leave Fri-
'il
4 a, ---, a- hope this thristmas will , family.
'd 
1 Mr. and Mis. Baucor: Tegetncif
1 
. l''' bring you the peace ascl4 ,9.4p10 
.;.A....,..7.—.•-:
' serenity that you deserve. and son, Bobby will Le Christ-
4 mas guests of her rnothe:, Mrs.il
V 
B. J. Williams.
w ADAMS SERVICE STATION Bobby Ann Grikham (.1 Steph-4 ens college, Columbus, Mo, is
4 spending the holidays with herV Leland Adams,Owner I parents. Mr. and Mts. E, .C.V
V ; 
Grisham.
V Phone 9143 Martin Hi-way Fulton . . 1-` 1, •I, ......ris,mas vvall be 2 gay oc-V
V !casion at the Clyde Williams
V I home in,Fair Heights as an the
Vish hfarZiy
MtCVCPVCtCtr'VVVCVVCVVVVVVVVC g-vvc-tcyctczt,r4-?ct
And
lots of it, for
friends, old
and new.
A. R. STEPHENS
BUILDING SUPPLIES
Phone 1109 - 307 College St. Fulton
1948
MERRY CHRISTMAS;
All happiness to you and
yours on this day of days
H. H. DUO
GROCERIES and
MEAT MARKET
315 Walnut St.
Phones 111 and 112
Fulton, Ky.
Dick Harris of Louisville, Ky..
will arrive this week to spend
Chri.sunas with his daughter, Eu-
genia at the home of her grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
Bradford.
Mt. and Mrs. Harry Plott of
DL:quion, Ill., arrived Thursday
to spend Christmas with her fath-
er, T. M. EXUM and other rela-
t:VES.
Jack Browder of- Vanderbilt
University, Louisville, is spend-
ing the holidays with his par-
ents. mr. and Mrs. Leon Browd-
_
__Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Jenkins of
Detroit are spending Christmas
Fulton with their daughter,
Mrs. „lames W. Lowe and family.
Mr. and mrs. H A. Lowe and
family of Paducah are spending
Christmas with their son, James
ZWICJVCICCIVZ11,w:.1_•.fteti
All the fragile beauty
of a snowflake symbolizes
diis shimmering season
of joy and happiness.
May this Christmas be the
most joyous of them all.
NV. Lowe and family and other j parents, _Ir. and Mrs. W. A. Can-N • •
relatives and friends. I non.
SPENDING HOLIDAYS HERE.' He will preach at the Lone Ciak
Bill Cannon, a student of Abi-' 
Church of Christ Sunday, Dec. X
lene College, Abilene, Texas is '
spending the holidays with his Phone 470 for Job Pripting-
- -- -----
*CAC IliC tgliC OW Mt U. Sg SIC ViCOVIVIRCIIICINIKIIMMENC
V
To all of our friends and customers, we express
V our sincere thanks for their patronage throughV
V the year, and to each, wish a . . .V
V
MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS
V
C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist; OwnerV
N 408 Lake Street Phones 70; 428V
V
7S MRS NS MONIM :UMW M 7. 75 PS 74; MIS =AIM 70710NLICIENN
OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY
9: A.M. UNTIL 12: NOON
CITY DRUG CM
1.suswousgstsuintrommesuisiougyusicoaccesicsiciusicsicautatimmaigiuit
0
At :his time of the year,
we would like to wish all
-..1r many friends a
Very Merry Christmas
an(1. a Happy New Year.
RADIO SERV. DEPT. ;I
City Electric & Tire Co. •,t
GILBERT F. KILLEBREW and V
M. E. "Ham" ETHERIDGE *
V
i
4":4-4;i4ZikaatikiDaa LOI MONONIMI MUM MIS MPS TS 7S TS MO P.: NC Ma 2SMIRROMARNERIIIMPO
MEte4:447.- CCAC-t-Z:-.Z * --*4-*C-*C-Prgt,-*VVCIVIMEW:r4
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tf
tt/1
9
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Flom the Management and employees of
it's an ideal time
to wish for you all
the good things in life.
BOTTLING ("0.
Fulton, Ky.
We're delighted to
extend this holiday
6 greeting to all our friends.
ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
"Your Dodge—Plymouth Dealer"
Fourth Street
- • et:..1,.74am-24-z4-2i-x4,3-
Fulton, Kentucky
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11: -as Hos•pital.
;Miss Mare F.,. aas ieturn-
od to hez• . i.Mera;:.ras af- ,
ter a visit with her paiants.. Rev.
and Mrs. B. J. .riLe-sel West
State Line.
---
Miss Betty "G•ra.lizaai s a pa-
Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or (all 70
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin Fulton
Highway.
alra Agnes Russell and daugh
tea Elaaabeth al Baton Rouge
La • eve th«.• guests ot her pal -
• ento. Rev. and B. J. Rus
sell.
—Aliss Katherine Taylor of Ca-
uthersville, Mo., will spend the
Christmas holiclas with hei
aa.thers, Mas. Lynn Taylor.
DiNuIl has been ad-
atted to the Haws Hospital.
aira. C. W. Carlin. mother ca
:•:.s. Clarence Reed, who has
n quite ill in the Baptist Hos-
_tal in Memphis is slowly ira-
•coving.
SundaY gUests of :\lr. and Mrs.
•:arenae Reed welt, Mr. and Mrs.
.aleton Shelby Clarksslale,
ALL LIT UP' BUT NOT LIKE A XMLS TREE
•
. ,.••.•.• sight—this tree!
Tae lights were left burning un,
iaaanca.a..1 and a piece of trima
-alma short-circuited a bulb. A
taat could have been pre-
varited . a financial loss in-
aarance 'could have saved.
Leave Nothing, to Chance—
rir Fire May Leave You Nothing
ATKINS. HOLMAN AND FIELDS
INSURANCE AGENCY
208 Alain FULTON
 gtill=rfilM•NRROMIlar.
ICED WINES
'WHISKEY
RUM GIN
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
k,
AV./ mi.. and Mrs. J. Mack Scates oferg.
New Orleans are expected this
071r* week to spend the ChriStmas
Arm idays with his mother, Mrs. J.H.
Maddox and Mr. Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. Ftichard Hitch-
cock and Dianne of Uurbana, m.,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
are spending the holidays with
his parents, in Karnak, Ill., and
Graham in Fuilton. IVIr. Hitch-
cock is a student at the Univer-
sity of Illinois.Greetings and Best Wishes for a joyous Holiday Season
ENTUCKY junior vegetable $126.50 was clear profit. A high
IV growers were named winners schcal senior who etandg head and.
of four state awards in, the 194S shoulders above his classmates
production-mari:eting contest of the scholastically. young Heller has
National Junior Vegetable Grow- been active in 9-H Club work for
ers Association at its fourteenth seven years and FFA work forannual four-day
convention in
Detro:t, Mich.•
munity and vice president of 9-H,State llamas He plays baseball an  basiictiom
were captured
!.•,a Emma K. for Ciestvvood high us well as
Cl'..mder.15-year- seiying on the junior prom COM-
dauahtsr of mittee. During 4-H club week.
Mr. and Atra. I Fraiik won several prizes for his
I.con Corder cf ',garden ditplay along w.th being
F. arrode- the lucky; sweepstake winner a,
burg; Frari• the oanmanity fair.
Feller. Jr.. I-  Yoang farmer Day specialized
year-old son of in tacurnbers, -planting one-half
Airs. A6elire acre ef his father's.143-acre farm.
Heller el Pc- His •yield was of such high quality
wee Valley; Louis Day, I6-year- that he used
old son of Mr. and Mrs. O. 'Day aorne for` hoine
of Cromwell; ar.d William J. Stutz- can n i ng, sold
enberger, 19-year-old son of Mr. part t.f his crop
and Mrs. Va. V‘'. Stutzenberger af and gave seme
sleffersontown. The four youngstera as gilts to his
were awarded csaai prizes from the, neighbors. All -
$6,060 scholarship fued provided- told--be earned
each year 01 A&P Foad Stores ta, $460.90 cf which
promote better product:on ani $ 30a.2 0 ..••• s
marketing of vegetables by farm preft. The er-
terprisingyouth.
Other results announced by Fret'. youngsler is an
Grant B. Snyder of the Univeasity eleventh-
Alassachusetts, achalt adeisca• to gi ade stadent
the association, incluoicd t:.e awai ei- in high schc•oi
ing of the na- and lilted among the top ten of
tional charnpien- his class. Dr has been active ai
ship and the 4-14 Club wcrk for three ytias
top Mat agri- a menniar NJVt.:A. At
cultaral scholar- Louis plays baseball. softi•al;
shir. to David basketball.
Pratt, 16-year- Bill Stutzenberger planted one-
old grower el half acre ef his parents' 2.;-a.cre
Ithaca. N. Y. farm with a vaiiety of vegata•
Alfas Cenz•lar's Iles including catilitlowea. tomatoes.
es, rden pi oj- beans and beets.
act incasaring Using some for
125 by 1S9 feet home consump.
en her father's tion and mar-
42-acre farm keting the bulk
rro6tued ioma- of ins crop..Bill
toes, potatoee, peppers and corn made $2.3.97
which earned hcr a profit of profit after de-$474.70 on her investment of ductingexpenses$97.50. She is a tenth-grade stu- for labor. fer-
dent at McAfee high school. rank- tilizer and sup-ing first in her class. Emma has plies. A fresh-
been doing 4-H Club work for the man at the Uni-
past seven years and has had a versity of Louis-
garden project for four years. In ville, he gradu-
county, district ar.d state compe- ated from high
titions. her canned foods. clothing school• as number one man ard
and r; rden produce have won many valedictorian. Bill has been a
member of 4-H for seven yearsFrank Heller ' won the Blue and FFA for two years, holdingGrass State honors with his gar- various offices including presidentden project of three-fourths of Last year he won a $100 scholar-an acre planted with assorted veg- ship in the annual NJVGA con-
etables such as rhubarb. potatoes, test. In addition. his garden prod-tomatoes, and corn. Used for both uce has won for him many ribbons
, home consumption and for sales and prizes and last year he NV Sto retail outlets, his produce named Jefferson County specialbrought him $346.60 of which crops champion.
The Fulton Qounty News, Fulton, Kentucky
_ _
Kentucky Junie:r Growers Win
Four National Contest Awards
E. K. Condo.
Frank Heiler
Miss . Mr. and Mrs. Luby Roper.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes, Mrs.
C. B. Travis and Miss Helen Ty-
ler, all of Hickman.
Billy Carr will arrive from
Madisonville Thursday to spend
the holidays with his mother,
Mrs. Herbert Catr on Second
Street.
Mrs. Robert Graham has re-
... and a Happy and Prosperous New Year. May your
turned from Dresden, Tenn.,
where she has been atten•ling
IFaith be renewed ... and your fondest Hopes realized. the bedside of her aunt Mrs. J.E.
Shannon. who has been quite ill
with a heart ailment. Mrs. Shan-
non formerly lived in Fulton and
has many friends who will be
glad to know stie is improving.Jniewskite fitota: K Y.
-- 311 WALNUT STREET
FULTON PF1ONE 125?
Miss Anne Stone who attends
college in Russellville. Ark., and
Paul Stone who attends college
in Enid, Okla., have arrived to
spend the holidays with their
—
•
,1141Ar* .1111125.1
ant
t ;
•
A Good Companion!
For holiday entertaining, when good
companionship is the order of the
day, make sure you bring home plen-
ty of smooth, companionable Bond &
Lillard- made in Kentucky at 93 proof.
1141:44'
\
6
•
• "
tee 
ak•
$•••
"Uniformly Fine
Since 1969"
three years. Last year, Frank 
;_s,ame...4aerind .a .year- -ago.. - Thewas president- ef - FFA in hts corm
Friday, December, 24,1948
EQG SAI.ES
Itaa. Columbia. Mo.. to spend the Egg mai kets in Kentucky
in,.• a:: a €,1 from StopLers ;
; 1:.s: •.•.•eek ranged from 44a-•- mas wah her par-
, at, 1',1r. and Atra Lawas( n Rap aer dozen for etti•
•
Louis Day
W. Stuieenberger
parents, Rev. and Mrs. Perry L.
Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Meillins
and little daughter of Lexing-
ton will spent the Christmas hol-
idays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Mullins.
Joe Holland is a patient in the
Fulton Hospital.
Miss Mary Louise Simons of
Murray State college arrived
home Friday to spend the holi-
days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mel Simms in the High-
lands.
Joe Stephens of the Universi—
ty of Kentucky- will spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Stephens.
Miss Peggy Scott of Nashville.
Tenn., will spend the holidays
with her mother, Mrs. Ruth
Scott.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Roper i
tr- .VMEV-WW1 Z-Z”:1.11,
• Witt•••• •••••
Chnstmas
• Cheer
M err y Christmas
1948
..'hristmas, with its moments of
vistful solemnity and prayerful
renewal of things that are good,
is much more than a day. All
happiness to you and yours on
this day of days!
PERRY'S SER. STA.
GULF PRODUCTS
Carr — Lake and St. Line
PHONE 50/
Fulton, Ky.
CHICAGO FEED-EGG
'RATIO • •
The Chicago feed-egg ratio for
, the week ending December 10,
1948. was 6.00 as compared with
5.48 last week anci 8.16 for the
highea figure resulted as egg
! pelees'cleclined and .a slight in-
crease was registered for poultny
ration. The average figura for
, the past 10 years is 5.45.
LA31B FEEDING
Aecordina to RAE develaP-
ment in the Iamb feeding situa-
tion during November centinued
to inciicate' a greatly reduce
number to be fed this wintt:-
The zed•actiOn general with
nearly every State showing few-
te. lambs on feed this year thi,•
last , re;-1 the total number
:nay a.- :ha ,iiiailest in mere tia,
: • oars.
CARD OF THANKS
The fan-aly ,•f Mrs. Lon - -
to thank those v.- h ,
a.-ere fa. kind to us durir,g .%".
a: illness and subsecita at
a: our beloved husband z n•'
zaaer. Fspecially do we wish ta
thank all those who weie te kin '
'I
• send oa ticwers,
CARD OF THANKS
aeigh-
and fr .:ends for are .4..nd-
r.t am? lovely fIcaa rs re-
a•h'le the body:of James
..vaa ..t rribeak-.
Thi.T. ELAM FAMILT
i V
P.- • • •-
- - -
FULTON PAINT 8,
Cz'LASS CO.
210 Church Street
Phone 909
See our line and check oar
prices on:
Plate Glass
Auto Glass:
Window Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed M'indow
Screens
Wallpaper
Wallpaper Canvas
Decorating anti
Cleawing Suppties
FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS CO.
FREE DECORATOR
CONSULTANT SERVILE
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
IV
IV
•i'ent receipts. Beaver Duni was
al the lowest point at 44 cents. At
!Paintsville and Cadiz eggs werei selling at 53, Centertown 50.
NIontieello 4S, and Pleasureville
53 to 60.
Food Prices Louer
Didex to average of zill food
prices deelining„ Dunn and
Brac&trek:t. index on December 7
I was 11.1 percent Iowa, than a
year ago with U. S. Onartment
iof Label: wholesale. food Liveragp
down 3.1 percent.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
LEIN71.4i4/1X
OIL AND COAL FRNAUS
Furnaees Cleaned and Repaired
Gutte-..-s and Downspouts Repaired cr Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street Fulton, Ky.
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FULTON HATCHERY
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patterson
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GET GULF MUID.41SHOW TIRES
and get there ... safe and sure/
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POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
PHONE 9193 Mayfield Hi-Way
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WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
41.1.. reri FULTON, KY.
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Illinois Central Issues News Items
Privacy DeLuxe
S..,-.etreng new is being add-
ed tnis j;nter 'for Florida travel-
ers. For the first time in the
history o! the co-ordinated Chi-
Prein;lt .atention and accur-
ate replacement of parts from
our large stocks! Have your
radio in tirst•class shape °y-
e
rr the holiday% . . . . brim
it in ur call us NOW.
Prompt ttention!
PHONE 4-0-1
CITY -
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.
cago-Florida service including
the Illinois Central Railroad, it
will be possible to enjoy the ex-
tra privacy of moderately priced
roomette aecommodations be-
tween Chicago and Miami.
So reports Albert C. Linton,
passenger traffic manager of the
Illinois Central, in announcing
his road's seasonal winter train,
the Sunchaser.• This train goes
into service on an every-third-
day schedule between Chicago
and Si. Louis and Miami, Jack-
sonville, West Palm Beach and
other resort areas.
Roomettes are the single lierths
that close.off into.separate rooms
with all net:sled travel facilities.
The Sunchliser will provide
t'egular sle_eping car serviee -and
reserved seat coaches between
,liicago, Jacksonville and
supplemented V` the extra
.i.ivantage of connecting coach
service and through sleeping car
ecommodations. between St.
Louis and Miami. The train will
. 1e.rate on a 34-hour schedule
.com Chicago to Miami.
For the further convenience of
Irlvelers to .and. fram_tFlof
%Ir. Linton 'reports that during
ii.ny year one coach Ilas been
.,!dect to the ivery-thircl-day
.'-coacli streamliner, the City
•: Miami, and that equipment
ii this train will be increased to
ii.-ndle Christmas vacation and
-tudent truvel to ;inel from Flori-
Tie? old .stand-by for both the
and west coasts of Florida
the daily Seminole. Illinois
c-7.t.•a!'s yea.r-ar,und coa.ch and
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky 
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Roundhouse
Round-Up
His honoi "Go ahead and tell
the court just exactly what pass-
ed .between you and your wife
during the altercation."
Defendant: ''A flatiron, rolling
pin, six plates and a tea kettle.''
Let's all remember to tes.ch our
children to look before crossing
the railroad track, as there is a
lot of children crossing railroad
tracks now that school has start-
ed,- to look before crossing . a
street, and not to walk between
cars in crossing the street; and
when playing at. school not to
run out in the street after a ball
etc : until they have looked both
w;.vs to see that there isn't any
I cei:s mining. Lets all do this be-fore someonee telephone rings
5:VMS I*VNICSOMP,SPirtg,i7.57inNN:V"..ZNIVNIKNN,S71;71,576".$3.57:t
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t..3: on earth; gond
ill to men" CC;10ths again
•er the etitire Christian
lorld in. this happy•holiday
fiarkin4.11ack to
e spirit of the first
wd wish fur
all the ioys. and
gt} of the sea.son.. ,
through the
sage-ways.
Supervision Changes
By 'Alice Clark O. O. Albritton, ,C.,:rscur of941.444.4-e4..44•4 4",,.11'4 purchases and stores of the Il-
linois Central Railroad, with
headquarters in - Chicago, an.'
nounces the following changes
in supervision, effect:ve Decem-
ber 16:
Clarence S. Burt. rnsnager,
Forest• Products B.;:-tau, Mem-
phis, becomes assistsnt to di-
rector of purchases TIC/ stores,
s.icceeciing the late Scrdcri P.
Bier.
.
George D. Tombs, assistant
, manager of stc:-es, F.': :ttds Mr.
Bulirot.beit E. Gndlry.
of scrap and suc-
ceeds . r. Tom s.
Charles L. Foust. gener
foreman' of the :reclamation
CITY MEAT MARKET & GROCERY
Phone 378 Fulton 115 E. St. Line
vI-
We add our voice to
the chorus of Good
Cheer that greets OUT
community this
Holiday Season • - -
EXUM'S RADIO & ELECTRIC SHOP
Phone 207 Fulton 316 Walnut
..icceeds Mr. Godley.
. Eait is a native of Oak-
Miss., and a fdeiner stu-
d - r,t of Millsaps College, Jack-
.- n, M.ss., and the Mississippi
Coilege at Starkville. He
Pr.tErcd Illinois Central service
,n April, 1919, at Grenada, Miss.,
as a treatment inspector in cross
1;e service and has been station-
ed at Carbondale, Ill., New Or.
leans, Hattiesburg, Miss., Mem-
phis and Chicago. He became
:manager of the Forest Products
Bureap in June, 1941. He.is. a
Marine veteran of World War
Mr. Tombs is a native of
Jackson, La., and attended the
Bi_siness University at Bowling
:keen, Ky. He began his rail-
rcacl career as brakeman and
telling that mother that her child
has been killed by some careless "'174. 4111P
play.
Lets teach our children to be
safety minded at all tirrre-s.
.
Personals
Mr. anC1 Mr.A. W. D. Hollowa:.
and sue Dickie, epen,
Christmas with his mother in
Memphis.
Fle'e'. and Mrs. J. T. Drace i-,,e..1
children will leave tor a vir '
....). ,. p:::•ents1 in OwenSibor,
and Livermore, Ky. .
Ji.mniy James of Murray Col-
le,:e is spending Christmas with
hig parents. Mr. and Mrs. George.
Jarhes.
Miss Katherine Homra of
Louisville will spend the Christ-
s Inas holidays with her parents,
Ntr. and Mrs. K. Homra.
- ,
Pullman train:- Cars operate to
“nd from Jacksonville, Miami,
St. Petersburg, Tampa and Sar-
asota.
ConCerning, living conditior*
in the resort areas, Mr. Linton
reports that a good rnany new
hotels have been built at Day-
tona Beach and Miami. Miami,
he said for example. will have
approximately 30,000 roonis for
it vacationers.
a
Christmas Spirit
Holiday spirit is bursting out
all over on the Illinois Central
Railroad. Trains, ticket offices
and waiting rooms have taken
on a festive air.
In the waiting room of Central
Station. Chicago, travelers are
greeted by a stately 47-foot tree
ettractively ornamented and
adorned with 480 colored lights.
Christmas carols be sung by
the • Illinois Central Octer.
Wreaths and small Christmas
trees decorate the newly remod-
eled station dining room.
Holiday travelers will find the
Christmas spirit also rides Il-
linois Central rails. Small il-
luminated Christmas trees will
decorate the observation cars on
the Panama Limited, City of
New Orleans. Sunchaser. Semi-
nole, Green Diamond, Daylight.
City of Miami and Miss Lou.
Lounge and parlor cars of the
Land 0' Corn. Louisiane, Hawk-
eye and Iowan will be similarly
decorated. Christmas v,•reaths
and other festive trimmings will
be used in dining cars.
Station employes elsewhere
'have also begun to decorate.
Best Wishes
1948
It's an ideal time to wish for
you all the good things In
life.
We're delighted to extend
this holiday greeting to all
our friends.
THE LEADER STORE
Phone 903 Fulton
Lake Street
I August, 1945.
1 Mr. Godley is a graduate ofthe University of Mississippi and
came to the Illinois Central in
September, 1924, as a clerk at
1 Vie4sburg. He was appointed
!supervisor of scrap and reclama-
Hion in December, 1946, after
serving as a captairt on the Stiff
of Gen, Carl Gray in the Military
Railway Service• in Italy and
France in World War II.
Mr. Foust came to the Illinois
Central in April, 1927, at Mem-
phis and has worked as a labor-
er, clerk, foreman and store-
keeper. He became general fore-
man of the reclamation shop in
September, 1948.
tilagrnan at Princeton, Ky., in II
and served in other posts
at Vicksburg, Miss., and New !O
Orleans. He was promoted to
assistant manager of stores in ;f
;.1
BOTH Will BE GIVEN AWAY
911KE is being fed
grain and Purina
Chow.
IKE is being fed on
straight grain only.
4
'
A
0
Come in. today . . . see
these two and get the de-
tails from us!
V
Depot Stree: Fulton Phone 620
Emalow•iiiss
REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
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aThat's our greeting to you in this happy season a
a
CONTROL OF EROSION
PAYS FULTON FARMER'
How erosion control ancf furelol-
ing up. the soil results in ler-gm
yields is seen on the farm id
Avery Hancock in Fulton coun-
ty. Mil. Hancock used three tom.
of limestone and 500 pounds al.'
phosphate per acre upon buying-
his farm in 1939, relate:4 Fairew
Agent John B. Watts. Hill landle•
waS terraced and a large anus
seeded to permanent pasture_
while 175 acres svere put in at
, two-year rotation pf corn. small)
and sweet clover. This year, ilk%
Hancock produced 113 bus/we&
, on a one-acre plot in the cost
derby contest.
A Verry .Verry Christmas 1918
OWL DRUG STORE
",We fill any doctor's perscription."
Phone 460 436 Lake St. Fulton
• N.'.
I
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A -Up From he Boss----
We're Going "Dutch"
and EACH wish you a
""•(0{<- -
171:-
4 %4.4
'19 9-8
and a
aliG/2112  iVew
$ •
•
liea4
--The Employees of the
OK LAUN'DRY
WAIT A MINUTE-- --WHAT ABOUT ME!
. . I certainly want to get my few words in to thank you
sincerely for your valued patronage through the year with
the hopes that yours will be a joyous holiday ieason.
--- Vernon "Dutch" Owen
—
§4
tal=;.144-kilx=ly, 1-aiD
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It Pays To Advertise In The News!
ex,11b-i. vete.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
May the true joys and blessings of that first
Yuletide be yours today — — —
"Peace on Earth
Good Will Toward Metz"
ROSE AUTO PARTS
(Formerly Pauls Auto Parts)
119 E. State Line Fulton
SIDNEY ROSE
Phone 1346
20111M1112113111=10.10711151074111X7417s310/102071M7SROMM7ant 'Among ,a3.
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t t Christmas is an old-
fashioned holiday, a time (-
for reliving childhood v
days and for recallin;
times, old friends
May all the peace ane
tranquility of the season
be yours in full measure.
GUY WEBB WELDING & MACHINE SHOP
103 McDowell 'Fu1top Phone 345
.441VICWCW4-WC
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When Santa sneoks in,
we trust he will leave
a sad( brimful of an
good things for you,
DARNELL'S FURNITLIRE-{OMPANY
108 Paschall and 429 E. State Line
Phone 1395 Fulton Ky.
n
The Woman s rage
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor. PHONE 926
HOME FURNISHING LEADERS Mr. and Mts. K. P. Dalton, Jr.,RUSH CREEK
TRAINING SCHOOL
will meet in the Hickman Home- ,
The home furnishing leaders- Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
and little son are visiting herHONIEMAKElly
HAVE MEET
club held its regular monthly Thursday, January • 6, for the 1 
in LaFeria, Texas.
.The Rush Creek Homemakers
makers club room 10:00 a. m. , DeMYer
meeting Tuesday in the home of fourth lesson on refinishing
Mrs. Charles Adams. Pirniture. The training school
The president, • Mrs. W. H. '
will be conducted by Miss Veneie
SARAH DEAN CLASS ' Wayne Norman, Harlen Craven Harrison presided over the meet-
HAS HOLIDAY PARTY and Charles Shupe.
AT LITTLE HOME
M. LIVINGSTON CO5IPANY
Mrs. Ira Little and Mrs. R. C. COMPLINIENTS E3IPLOYEES
Picktlring were hostesses to the WITH CHRISTMAS PARTY
-Sarah Dean Class of the First
Christian Church at the home of
Mrs. Little on Third street.
The attractive home was beau.
tifully decorated throughout in
keeping with the holiday season.
Mrs. L. O. Bradford presided
over a short business seasion af-
ter which a Christmas program
was presented was presented by
Mrs. Perry L. Stone, leader. in
the absence of the teacher. Mrs.
H. B. Murphy. The Christmas
Story was given under the
leadership of Mrs. J. L. Buck-
ingham. Those taking part were
Mrs. Jake Huddleston, Mrs. B.G.
Huff, Mrs. J. W. Gordon. Mrs.
B.B. Alexander and Mrs. Clyde
Williams.
The story of the writing of
"The Little Town of Bethlehem"
was given by Mrs..Clara Cald-
well and Mrs. Hubert Bennett
told of the writing of ''Silent
Night."
Mrs. F. D. Phillips and Mrs.
D. A.. Rogers played the carols
on their violins. Mrs. Stone clos-
ed the program with a prayer.
Following the program a con-
test was enjoyed with Mrs. Hud-
dleston winning the prize.
Gifts from the Christmas tree
was distributed by Mrs. Santa
Claus in the absence of Santa.
Lovely refreshments of punch,
sandwiches, cookies and nuts
were served from the beautiful-
ly draped lace dining table cen-
tered with a crystal epergne of
colorful Christmas balls with
Christmas candles casting a soft
glow over the festive scene. Hickman, Mrs. Gene Williamson.
Those attending were Mes- Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., Mrs. Ward
dames, W. I. Shupe. Joe Mul- ' Johnson, Mrs. C. D. Edwards,
lins, George Simpson, J. J. 'Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Frank
House, L. O. Bradford, Lon Pic- I Beadles, Mrs. Arch Huddleston.
kle, Craddox, Clyde Williams, Jr.. Mrs. Glenn Bushart. Mrs..
Sr.; -Poynter DeMyer, D. A. Rog- I Gilson Latta, Mrs. Harry Bus-
ers, F. D. Phillips, Perry hart, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Jr..
Stone, Hubert Bennett, B. G. , Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.. Mrs. Louis
Huff, B. B. Alexander, Jake Hud- Weaks and Mrs. Mary Carr John-
dleston, Ben Evans. J. W. Gor, son.
don J. L. Buckingham, Jess Nic-
hols, Clara Caldwell and Gordon NIRS. SUNDWICK'S
Baird. PUPILS PRESENT
, MUSICALE MONDAY
The M. Livingston Company
complimented their employees
and their wives with a lovely
turkey dinner at Kellen's Derby
Cafe Monday night.
The dining room was attrac-
tively decorated in the Christ-
mas theme. The feature decora-
tion was a beautifully decorat-
ed Christmas tree under which
there was a gift from the com-
pany for each one present.
Following the dinner music
was enjoyed during the rest of
the evening.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Norman, Mr. and
Mrs. Larimore Taylor, Mr. and
:qrs. James Dinkerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Neal McAlister, Mr. and
Mrs. E:mer Liliker, Mr. and
Mrs. Cleatus Wilbanks. Mr. and
'Mrs. Ward Johnson. Miss Doris
Bratton and Ray Hood and Miss
Neuecene Elliott.
MALCO V3IPLOYEES
ENJOY CHRISTNIAS
DINNER MONDAY
The employees of the Malco
Theater enjoyed a lovely Christ-
mas dinner at the Rainbow Room
Monday night. -
Following the dinner gifts
were exchanged from a prettily
decorated Christmas tree. The
employees presented the man-
ager, Joe Brown, with a gift and
he in turn presented all of them
..vith a nice bonus.
Those attendini, were Mr. and
Mrs. Brown and dcughter, Nan-
cy, Mr. and Mrs. E. Shupe,
N1r. and Mrs. Jim Bob Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bizzle, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Boaz, Mr. and
Mrs.- Thurmond Evans. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Benedict. Josephine
Pickle, Joyce Rhodes, Barbara
Ann Roberts, Betty Lynn John-
son, Virginia BEady, Betty Lou
Bushart, Joan Nelms, Kenneth
McAlister, Betty McCullom,
At.
At this time of the year, we wish
all our friends a very 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
KENTUCKY HDWE.
Phone 132 322-324 Walnut St.
Fulton, Ky.
DESSERT BRIDGE
PARTY GIVEN BY
MRS. L. WEAKS
Mrs. David Sundwick present-
! ed her voice and violin pupils in
a priyate musicale Monday night
at the Woman's Club.
The pupils presented a Christ-
• mas program to their families
and friends. Following the pro-
. gram light refreshments were
served.
nv To Relieve
Jronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly becati‘e
lc goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw. tender. inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell y our druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.
CREOMULIION
for Coughs,ChestColds, ronchitis
".•
764
ing. The devotional was read by
Mrs. Ray Adams and the grctip
repeated the Lord's Prayer in
unison. The poems for the month
were read by members of the
club.
Minutes and the treasurer's re-
port of the last meeting was read
by the secretary, Mrs. Murt•ell
Williams.
Mrs. W. H. Harrison gave a
report on the Advisory Council.
Y, uinis mg
Specialist from the University of
Kentucky. Fach leader is asked
to bring her piece of furniture or
other article with the final coat
g ry
ready for the lesson on "Decora-
tion of Painted Furniture."
Little Bailey Binford is ill of
chickenpox at his home of Third
s_treet.
Notice To Lot Holders
at
Oak Grove Cemetery
Donations tor the upkeep of
this cemetery are now being
requested. Please send your
money to:
EDWIN CANNON or
ALVIN FOSTER
Fulton, Route 3
or to
C. H. ROBERTS, Dukedom
Reports were taken and the FIRL•r_iirc_otp4.tclettmrcovc.p.teal_tv414_triv.c.e.r.V4
landscape lesson was given. Z.'
Lunch was served at the noon LI
hour. Each member brought her u
own sandwich and the hostess sl
V
V
V
served hot spiced tea, a frozen
salad and a vegtable salad with
cranberry salad and cottage
cheese carrying out the Christ-
mas color. V
Mrs. Lewis Atwill had charge v
of the recreational program itn- v
mediately after lunch. The group v
sang several Christmas carols V
and exchanged Christmas gifts. V
Mrs. Harvey Bondurant and ,
Mrs. Charles Adams gave the
major lesson "various finishes
for furniture. *
A very merry time was en- *
ioyed hy nine members, tiv.• V
agent. Mrs. McLeod, and two vis- V
itors. Mrs. Roy Wade and Mrs. V
Mrs. Leslie Weaks was gracious Paul T, Shaw. V
hostess to a dessert bridge Thurs- `‘The .meeting adjourned to *
day afternoon complimenting meet January 11 at the home of V
Mrs. Parks Weaks. Mrs. Ray Adams. 
V
The home was beautifully dec- . . a,,,,,..,...,...,„ .,,,, /V
°rated throughout with greenery Ar4.*4- --cS-,....", 1
and red candles.
Mrs. Hendon Wright received 
V
high score prize and Mrs. Ernest 
ii
Fall. Jr., low. 
.0
The guest list included the 
V
honoree. Mrs. Robert Sanger of 
V
V
V
"4-
SEASON'S
Best
Wishes
"DOWN THE CHIMNEY
ST NICHOLAS CONIES
WITH A BM.
3lay t!•.e jovial gent leave a
bag LAI uf all good things for
you this hairy holiday season.
LITTLE CASTLE
210 Fourth St. Fulton
Phone 9165
N1r. and Mrs. Roy Bell. e•A ners
"
tt-
-Dow• Ihe duns.,
SL Nickolas raw with a letta.
7nati tits icWial
rat Lae a ha/
oi .11 9.3
yo., t.ppi
IsolaL4 seasaa.
fAt\i:.\
Pierce-Cequin lumber Co.
107 McDowell Phone 33
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
•
"OLD-FASHIONED 1r/
CHRISTMASI" 9
WE HOPE YOU HAVE 4 8
ONE, AND THAT THE
•
'0 Q
OF HAPPY MEMORIFS de
PIPELINE GAS COMPANY
THOUGHT OF
SUCH A DAY BRINGS
YOU A FLOOD
2I-Hour Road and Wrecker Service
Phune 9186 Fulton
• N
a
a
a
a
a
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Light up that tree and
flood your home with
joy! It's Christmastime
again! A happy Holiday
to all!
Love Beauty Shoppe
506 Arch Street Fulton
Olene McDaniel
Ora Pearl (Weaver) Brazzell
Martha Wiggins
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We have with us today the
town of Somerset, seat of Pulas-
ki county, and the, story was
turned in by Maurice D. Bem-
ent, ExecUtive Director the
Committee for Kentucky.
• "Somerset now has a hugh new
tobaCco warehouse, built by the
people themselves," says Mr.
Bement. "Farmers anti business
people furnished the capital, It
is called-the Farmers Warehouse.
Covers four acres of ground and
cost S200,000.00.
"it opened NOvember .29 and,
that . day over a . million
!wands w.as Unloaded. The new
is serving many
adjac..2nt eounties.
1..vorking on a-play
groon, 1 oial recreational project.
tinder fft‘• iiiel)ices of the Junior
thamher of Commerce: Of course
in addition to the.Junior Cham-
ber many other local clubs and
organi...at,ons of Somerset are
participating in this project.
They are building a public play-
ground and intend to hire a
recreational director to offer a
comprehensive recreational pro-
gram to the young people Of
Somerset.
"Until about two years ago,''
Somerset had no manufacturing,
but now has a Coodall plant man
ufacturing men's: clothing. The
manufacLaing process is housed
in a structure and employs
several lioncireci local people,
r item of interest ig
Loom; pl-‘ce in the Somerset
hLCricli(•,1, Superintendent flop-
;.:7:> an! Pi ofessor Meece of the
•:.. scho.4 ysteni, have been
v.,rking the last year on a
-stutly•on.ivt-ntueity,- to
usc.ct Somerset higlisehool.
'1•;.ey are collt.cting and compil-
ing all available inforniation on
the state. since we do litot have
an up-to-date text that can be
11:-ed in study of.. Kentucky.
Tilts is one of the first cases I
have learned about that is con-
centrating oti the, development
.of a full Coorse for Isighschool
students on the Otudy of Ken-
ttecky. Aiter this edtits* Is per-
. fected, it should attract cOnsider-
-able interest and could be usetta
a great advantage by all other
highscht,ols of the state of Ken-
tucky."
What Mr. Bement says about
the work. of Hopkins.and Meece
mr v,•onder why there is
not a„highschool textaook on the
Or p,„rhaps a brief sup
p,onrota .y "'reader to go with a
in geography.
NOVE3IBER 31ILK
PRODUCTION
In November for the first time
this year. monthly milk produc-
tion on U. S. farms exceeded that
ler the mriesponding month of
1947, Milk production per cow,
favOred by milk weather in Ode
more impertant dairy areas and
a record high level of grain
feeding. exceeded the 1946 prev-
ious high for November by near-
ly 4 percent. Numbers of milk
rows on farms, however, were
the smallest for the month since
1930. Total milk production in
November estimated at 8,048
. million pounds, slightly higher
than last .xear but lower than in
5 of the past 7 years. Milk pro-
duction per capita at 1.82 pounds
per day was the second lowest
•'—for the month in records dating
from 1930.
"\V
<177
• •
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PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS
I-Doubly guaranteed in
svriting to be perfect;
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name;
3-Fully insured against
lose by fire or theft:
4-One uniform national
price on scaled-on tag.
them 81 yd.
AUTHORIZED
.1111 FLEWS
Vour Loyalty Dealer in Fulton: '
WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.
all out oorsmen
By JIM MITCHELL
With the
er in the northern states ,and
just underway in the south,
sportsmen the nation over al-
ready are campaigning for a
longer season and a larger bag
limit for 1949
r
a different idea, on just how
long next year's season should be
and the number of ducks that
should be allot.ved, but the aver-
age is six to seven weeks of gun-
ning and a bag of six to
ei,ght birds per day.
We've seen more oucks passi
ing on our favorite flyways-thfg
waterfowl season ov- year than for the last. couple of
seasons. And, naturally, that
would lead us to believe that the
waterfowl population is up. Just
how much this increase is MIX
would hesitate to guess but there
is an increase.
In. have gone along with the
• 'ft.
•
•4f.,
Most every one you talk to has U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
100 per cent in its methods of
controlling fire waterfowl seasons
The flyway management system,
in our opinion, is okay: howev-
er, there are plenty of sports-
men yelling loud and long that
its defAitely unfair to give one
section'of ttre country a longer
season than other sections.
Many sportsmen feel that ev-
eryone is equal and entitled to
equal hunting rights. They are
probably right and its reasonable
to assume that the pressure will
i?.e heavy to make next yeaPs
regulations the same the nation'
And we're betting right
0/
now that the 1949 rules will be
the same as to the length of the
season and the bag limi.t
But we think it's too early to
be discussins next year's regu-
lations. Reports of the pumbei
of ducks are too spotty To be of
real value in accurately figuring
the waterfowl population.
.
After the teason is over and
the federal agencies have the
portunity to check the winterin.;
grounds, the year's kill and oth-
c-r essential details is the time to
start talking about the 1949 set-
up.
Patronize our Advertisersi
PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets Fulton, Kentucky
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK ALTLIK VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer Director and EmliAlmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BCRIAL ASS'N.
seasons
rim lime of warliltli
_
this jorus flanni_ns 011iers joy
this glow) that grows fr-oni
WE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK
YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE AND
TO WISH YOU AND YOURS
A VERY
oaatoica
BROWDER MILLING CO., Inc.
FULTON
.#
, • •
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house.
MERRY CHEER
and lots of it, for friends old and new
1918
FULTON MARKET
J. B. and C. E. Vickery, Owners
l'hone 134 Fulton, K3r 207 6th St_
a
it
A
it
a
a
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She is up and wa.ks about tl..
it Mr and Mits. Randall Cun- tif
nlrigliam of Paducah visited ;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Frielcis near here Sundav aftel• •V
spending the weekend in,„ Dres- , V
den as the guests of parents. Mr. j
and- Mrs. Eric Cunningham. 1-4.
Harold Tucker and Budd'? !V
Johnson arrived home from De- /
troit to spend the weekend Itvith
their families. Mrs.' Johnson and V
baby, Olivia- will return with psmpopoNpsyvny.,;n3.,;nl.;,...;NN,..;".;„n3.,:lt:".:Nrsl.sxv•A;ponv,7;.....-7
them- to. the-auto- city tcereside.
Rev. Jack McClain filled hi, '-'•4 ..--?--tViCV--V-Z-V-VT-M-,47a--"ZIA1-1-Z-!-Zi.e. -",,:s..7,-sal,'";P-1'-4-',17),7•f-se...'-kii. 4""4"4"4"4"4"4"4"4""'"51.4411""4444".4244.44.1's."11Fral°34-.
appointment at Salme BaRtis;
church the past -Sunday.
Little .Karen. Gayle Frields
silent -Monday with her great
grandparents, Mr. anci Mrs.
Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Peery en-
tertained several couples the
past Friday night with a dinne:-
party when Mr. and Mrs. Cald-
well gave. a demonstration in
pressure -and . surfaced cookeo
foods. Th-e meal was Well -plan-
ned thus saving time, fuel, etc.,
and was served hot to the entire:
group. Each guest was most en-
thusiastic and enjoyed the hos-
pitality in. the Peery home
Leslie B. Lassiter is improVing
after an Atack of intestional
flu that kept him indisposed sev-
eral days.
A number of farmers in this
SCHOOLS GET FLAGS
Max Hutt. national treasurer
of -the Woodmen of the World,
presented flags to the Fulton
County High Schools last Tues-
day.
Appropriate• ricceptance cere-
, monies ‘vi re conducted at Cayrit...,
Iliclumm, Western and, Fulton,
with the latter school also re,
ceiving one for its Rewly-uni
formed band
PC-VVVVIVVV•VVVVVVVOMMV-CC-I
-oFP
,
y
CC/17%d '--//
el
CHRISTMAS CHEER
CLASSIFIED ADS
..4 WAN-TED—A young man with
Et training and experience in tool
• design and drafting perfer-
Ei ably a graduate engineer or
t I with engineering experience
and background. Excellent op-
portunity. Address reply boxA 485 giving full particulars cov- '
ering qualifications, education, ••
experience and references.
-- --
LOST: A black and white spot-
ted hound between Beelerton
and Crutchfield. $25 reward
offered to anyone returning
this dog to R. L. Williams.
Jordon, Ky.
kl-WC-P-MCICCAMMT01-,n‘"V
A MERRY CHRISTMAS.
TO YOU
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
MILTON TUCKER CREAM STATION
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and Glass Co., 210
Church.
FOR SALE, RENT or TRADE:
The Grill Cafe at 217 Fourth
Street. See or call Luby Gfeen
at Wingo, Ky.
WMC-WICICtilgralVeCMCVMV 72ts'--t*:Z-VCVZV,Ct'VVV6VVei-
"*.
g
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"Your Ile Laval Dealer"
• IP
§1.
jatatIllatalaili2M.Z.Lzazz-24=4-2alvasti-, DMiZi2,Mai-2421-N2417411NWANIZblaailikaitilikaaaiZaiN1-=2;-:;i-
Vay the true ioys and
blessings of that first
Yuletide be yours today—
'Per2 on Earth -
Good Will Toward Men.'
ARMOUR CREAMERIES
Phone 62 Fulton E. St. Line
AM
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ROUTE THREE 1, Sunday. 
Mrs, Estelle Willeitt,s, martha. .•.it.hereci porkers and 
have Mi• Lacewell was born in Ob-
Miss Martha Williams, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Taylor near Maxfield.
• a
, Linda•Hedge visited her grand
mother; Mrs. Lola -Mae Foster
I last week.
,' Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossam and
'sons visited Mr. and Mrs. B.H.
.34r. and Mrs. Jack Foster and 'Lowry Sunday.
.0.Jtighter spent Monday with Mr. I Why •clid Daddy Pete spent
. Ind Mrs. Marion Jones. . ;Monday at Kingston Store and
Elder and Mrs. E. C Lowry i wonder what Mamma Mae was
.ittended church at Oak Grove doing? Frank Lacewell
._ 
- 
I Reeves in Mayfield. and one stepson, Clarence Sed-
awgroxsymsiggagscuseusisg!tieguff4e.;?,..0,45gusimmotegemmi , Miss Betty Lou Foster 
was 1
is i hostess to a slumbering party -, Fran'k Lacewell, 85, die
d Sat- berry of Martin. 21 grand chil- '
.4 IAi Monday night. Refreshments of 1 '.;:cia.• at Haws Hospital follow- dren and 8
 great grandchildren. ,.
in; ii brief illness.al hot tamales chili. fruit salad. ; _ HIS 
wife, Mrs. Katherine El-
,)1.1y ;,f meat, sausauge, spare ion county on March 14, 1863. He
stived and canned an a spent his entire life in this cotin-
r; will be cured by hickory ty, near Pierce, And was engaged
smoktd, method. in farming.
s• •,vishing. the Newt, its He is survived by four sons.
corre.spcIndents and all the Dorris, Glly and Cecil Lacewell,
;-1- an:•* readers and friends ev- • all of Fulton, and L.' J. Lacewell
a very Merry Christ- of. Detroit; two daughters, Mrs.
.
ma, and a HapPy New Year. John Bynum of Union City and
Mrs. Raymond Jones of Detroit
$1.25
4
a TURKEY - DINNER
4
and all the trimmings serred
a
CHRISTMAS DAY, DEC. 25
at
Little Breezy
Union City Highway
Phone 9189
cake and coca-colas were served were conducted Mon- ' rod 
Lacewell preceded him in
to MISSN6 Charlene Clayton, Jo- ; afternoon at Chapel Hill by ' 
death several months ago.
an _Pitts, Joyce. Steil and ' Rev. Smithmeier. with burial in •
box- friends. C. Hill cemetery. Pnone 470 for Job Printing
.
Mrs. E. C. L•iwry is on the si.
list. 
• - • .!'4.111101011011:110.1e.:14SCUSir.:.144.141115WIYACAMISCASLISIMACUO.0
A
Mr. and Mys. Cloy Yates spt 4
Sundav i.vith Mr. and Mrs. El ;-
est Morgan
We regrel the moving of IV: 4
and Mrs..Robert Irvan who ha\ , 4 P.
moved near Kingston Store; ;:t
P.
P.
P.
g •
a
; Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor, Mr.
j and "Mrs. Cloy Yates and Mr.
!...ncl 'Mrs. Dean Williams were in
;Mayfield Friday.
We are sorry to 'hear of the
r illness of Elnn Foster who is a
patient at Jones Hospital. ,
wish him a speetly.,recovery.
Miss Naomi Williams spent
Tuesday night with Miss Edna
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. J. C
• t Witt and family into the neigh ;,1
borhood.
We regret to hear of the deai 4
of Mrs. Al Allen who passe 4
Pc„ away Sunday at her home
NI Detroit. She will be remember, 4
xi" to her friends as Miss Effie Ma
Morgan. We extend our deep.--
sympathy to the family.
AUSTIN SPRINGS
3Irs. Carey Frields, Cot%
,
Mrs. Nora Vincent is steacti, .
rig,71.0117!"""gP"5"0";":".""%•n";';•.%";Nr";"?;: SN'n.7s7SN'Sr itnproving from injuries sustaill
ed in a fall a few months ag-
' •
WaNzeot bwebut cgia4e
extends you its
sincere wishes
for a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
cad a
HAPPY NEW YEAR
0
_ /94 
Fulton, Kentucky
As the wonderful, star-crowned story
of Christmas moves once more
through our lives, there is no one
of us who is not conscious of the
inexpressible divinity of the
season:: It is a time to be gen-
erous, a time for deep happiness,
a time for neighborliness and
good will towards all.
BOB WHITE
MOTOR CO.
AND EMPLOYEES is§
e,4
As Christmas approaches, ties of friendship
grow stionger and sec apen our storehouse of
memories. We like to remember' our friends at
this time wills a MERRY CHRISTMAS greet-
ing and a word of thanks for their kindness.
PlithETT & SON SERViCE STATION
106 W. St. Lini• Fulton Piione 2;
FEED MASTER AUX
CO/VCENTRATES
LOCAL ORAINS
FOR PRACTICAL
BALANCED RATIONS
I NEVER SAW ANYOKIE MAKE
SUCH A PIG or 14IMSELFAS YOU DID
WHEN THEY SERVED MASTER MIX!
Your dealers' "OWN BRAND"
of feeds, made with local grains
and Master Mix Conc•ntrates
(containing MV mehio vit•)
offers you an exceedingly prac-
tical feeding program.
Continuing Biological Re-
search and Chemical Control in
the McMillen plants has always
assured outstanding results for
Master Mix feeders.
Follow the Master Mix Feeding
Program and see for yourself the "result pro-
ducing value-s" that have added thousands
of feeders to this program and mad*
McMillen Feed Mills the fastest grow-
ing feed manufacturer in the United States.
t LOCAL ;
GRAIN ;
irt 77% 4
PAA S TER MIX
23%.
See r011it Ifao*,t Deale4
MASTE R
MIX
COMPLETE
\<!,:INCENTRATES/
FEEDS //
wrptioAral
A. L BUTS SONS
We Buy and SO All Kinds of Field Seeds
Phones: Gro. 602; Mill 651; Seecit and feeds 202
December, 24, 1948
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The eilittirs and puhlishers as-
,i.rubled in Louisville for an or.
,_Zinization meeting of the newly
.:ppointed ptate Advert ising
Committee for 1.7fS. Sayings
kkintis by Martin K. Speckter.
Lorisville, public relations rep-
resentative for the Kentucky
- 
Brewees.--Distillers and Distrihu-
- tors, t;rid Victor R. Portmann,.
Lexington, secretary of the Ken-
tucky Press Association, co-
chairmen of the committee.
Purchasers of 1J. S. Savings
Bondli hevoine better citizens
cause they feel they are closer
to the financial structure of their
it it wino\ 11.
111!•11 FOR you
IS ONE OF
JOY-FILLED D.11S
DI TIIIS
MOTO 11 SE VON.
KEG CAFE
Lake tit. Fulton
S'ECA )N I)
sEcT1( )N
8 l'ages
Volume Seventeen
BOND PROGRAM IS ,overrinient, Elihu Harris, Wash-ington, National Director of Ad-
vertising of the U. S. Savings
MAPPED FOR STATE, ptortnind seraD, ,t,o; di on, iieTzsouily nD
ialk during Ow meeting.
BY ADV. COMMITTEE He 'said the Treasury Depart-
nt was following a policy of
..\ U.S. !..-;; \Antis L"mis "lye' getting as many people as pos-
tising campaign designed to te purchase savings bonds
reLeh the grass root, of Ken- :hiA. 'ali All)(.11(TTIS eall own
mapped tit a meeting more shares of their country."
of Kentucky editors at the Pell
if! Kentuckians now holdOut, held recently.
$270,000,000 worth of honds which
pnys them an annual interest of
S3,000,060. Intereq from these
honds. he decliired, amounts to
as much in kny Kentucky -coun-
ty as thv annual payroll-of the
county's largest industry.
- These sa‘ings bonds con.stitute
a financial reserve for the peo-
ple themselves, Harris declared.
Newspaper advertising, he
puinted out, is the only hope the
governincNnt has to reach all of
the people of Kentivky.
Harry Lee Waterfie!cl of Clin-
ton is a member of the commit-
t'.2e from this •
S C 9. S
-5:enbolle of the -
spiritual values of
)- Christmas is the
,-hurch fix in the
'T` distarur Let's not
CA. forget Mu phase of
. Soy--
iiiCKGRY LOG
"Where Barbeque Excels"
Fulton. Ky.
Fulton, Kentucky; Friday, December 24, 1948
Chicago Painter Leaves $10U,000
To Mooseheart, The Child City
Some of Mooseheart's Happy Childretirt
Mooseheart, Ill.. the famed Child City owned aniL•perated th,Loysl Order of Moose for children of its deceased members, becameHe recipient recently of a $100,000 fortune, bequeatthed by the lateH. rioan J Englehird, 78, • painter and decorator. of Chicago, Ill. Mr.
E q,..ehard was wet' known in his own communty for his kindness to
si..! 'ove for little children. Although not himself a member of the
Mu, fraternity, he chose Mooseheart as the beneficiary of all the
.rm.ney he hud saved as a hard wo-king laboring man because, as he
. to;,1 his attorney prior to his death, "I want to help little children."
Moeseheart is both a school and home for nearly 1,000 children. It is
in entire city in itself, with 150 buildings spread over 1,200 acres of
.ush farm land in the picturesque Fox River Valley, 35 miles west et
'Chicago. Nursery, elementary and high school education plus a trade
.are provided to the students. Mr Englehard's humanitarian gesture
• saddened by the fact that he met a tragic death. He was found
!malty beaten in his horoe by an unidentified assailant,. The Supreme
7,ounctl of the Loyal Order of Moose has offered $4.1100 reward for the
'arrest and eonviction of Mr. Engleharcrs slayer.
PILOT OAK
Mrs. B. G. Low ry, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ilam
and family of Fultcn were-Vests
of Mrs Paulette Hill and.Mr. and
- , oh n Yates Sundai after-
noon.
Mrs. Pauline Carr visited with
Mrs. Margaret Carr Wednesday
evening. . •
Mrs. Lilke Giii;c4n. of Air I
had dinner with Mr. and rs.
Jack Olive Sunday. .
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Pucl.rett
and Sue spent the weekend with
Mr. aneMrs. Pug Puckett.
Sunday dinner .guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Burnal Lowry were
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jackson.
' :qrs. Owen Jackson of Clinton,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Mr.
and Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Jim-
mie Allen Lowry, Larry- and
jerry Gossum.
Mrs. W. L. Rowland and Allie
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a Chriiinza.3 rich
in longed:for ioyJ.
their ct,•,ghter. Mrs. Chester
Murphey and P.Ir. Murphey.
Mrs. Pauleire Hill spent Tues-
clav with Mrs. Allene Lowry.
Richard Lowry, Earl Moor&
and Jimmie Allen Lowry attend-
ed the ballgame.Tuesday at Se-
dalia.
22nd for Tampa, Fla., to spend
the Christmas holidays with
sister. Mrs. Barkley Paryish and
Mr. Parrish.
Terry Mac Olive spent Tues-
duy with Alr. and Mrs. Elzo
Lowry.
Mrs. R. S. GrAs-um has been
discharged from the Fulton His-
pit,11 after treatment.
Honour and shame from no
condition rise: Act well your
port: there all the honour lies. '-
it
—Pope.
SECON 1)
SECTION
8 Pages
LIVESTOCK MARKET
SUMMARY
On the major terminal mar-
kets hog prices fluctuated
throughout last week. However,
tisey closed today about one. dol-
lar higher than Monday's open-
ing. The veal calf market open-
cd strong, up one dollar to 1.50
the early part of the week and
s:nee remained steady for the
most part. The cattle mr.rket op-
;I!
4
• 4
te.4At Christmas-
time we want you to
lmow ,.ve're grateful for
ytur patronaga.
'•0‘" • 'A.( f44,
Fourth Street Cafe
Phone 9152 Fourth St
Fulton, Ky.
Jimmy Banes, Owner
Mr. and Mrs. Bi G. Lowry and
Jimmie Allen acle leaving the 7c;,..i:Vekaikaaa-i-Y.ct;t-ifge-, itammisasnors,s7s3i.c.mwo.snnx,sPsnaltswenfignc,awinanotsaimanin
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Number F,yty-Two
ened strong and then gradually
declined at the close of the week
with slaughter cattle 1.00 to 2.00
lower, Sheep remained steady
throughout the week. Good na-
tive lambs ranged from 24.0°-
25.00 per hundred.
The surest way to live with
honor in the world is ta.be in
reality what we appear to be--
Socrates.
A Cheery
Clwistmas
Season
To All ...
weekend with Mr.rand Mrs, Vir-
, gil Rowland and family.
Mi. ahd Mrs. Jack Olive shop- ,..,_1119
ped in Mayfield Tuesday.
al Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley
It visited Monday evening with
a ,VVVVILEPAWCW4049114
A
A
A'
A
A
A
A,
Tradition rr,::ets
the present in
'the holiday
season and \
we're happy \
to add our
greetings
to the rest.
City Electric and Tire
Company
Phone 401 Fulton
EARLE . HOTEL
Fulton, Ky.
*The tree, emblazoned
with bright lights and
shiny tinsel, is the age-
old syrnbol of the
Yuletide season.
*May your girt From the
Yule tree be a year of true
peace and happiness.
From the Officers and Members of
Moose Lodge, No.1265
Fulton, Kentucky
DatUANDJAVIradea ilitikaa2414-212012MX)41440,44-21.:7,NAMDMOOtpeat
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days season is the most danger-
. ous single period of the year, ac-
cording to the Council. Heaviel
• i,vel and the festive spirit of
the season increase the normal
winter hazards, such as bai'
weLther siippery roads and ir.oi e
hours of darkness.
More drinking by both drivers
and pedestrians during the holi-
day season also is partly respon-
itle io: the increase in the traf-
to:l. the Council declares.
In an attempt to hold accidents
a minimum during the festive
-,,ason, when death or in..ury is
i doubly tragic, a national cani-
naign is again being launched be-
ilind the slogan—"Don't Let
I Death Take Your Holiday!"
Final Effort of Year
More than 130 national organi-
' :aVons, city and state officials,
afety councils and civic group.3
' have joined forces with the
Commercial Ave Fulton Council in the year-end cam-
paign Together they seek to
in the public mind an
i :warp-less of the special volory-
rer,•• cooperation on the part of
I -very individual.
litillafkaniki-Akt-kaatal Tne Council emphasized that
reeftervocturtmovvc-tvetworommc
it
• *
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"We
Ikt7-
fil-S1,1111f MAY THIS
CHRISTMAS SEASOY
BRING YOU MAI\n'
BLESSINGS AND
MUCH JOY
AND HAPPINF.SS
oll4tv
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also wish !is::: lio.7py New year- k
P'
Rexall Stere
)424%20Mkailkilailkliraft-2t24-24101-V,ZaZarlkka
EllaS DWG (O.
Phones 95 and 795 La!,e St.
Theatre Suit
^It
A truly stistocratk suit has a formal
dignity such as this lovely theatre en-
semble worn by Rosalind Russell whose
current stellar vehicle is "The Velvet
Touch," independent Artists produc.
tion for RKO Radio release. Co-star-
ring eft Leo Germ, Claire TICVOr 111:14
Sydney Greenstreet in the Frederick
Brisson production, with the feminine
members of the cast wearing one of the
most glamorous of the cinematic sea-
• $011.5 wardroix.s.
Note the rounded shoulders and but-
foned-to-the-htpline jacket on this soft
beige wool. Magnificently embroidered
sleeves match the embroidered gaunt-
lets. With it, Miss Russell wears an
asymmetrical hat of matching material
draped in solid color tulle, a flat suede
bag and suede opera pumps of dark
brown.
TRAFFIC DEATH
TOLL HITS PEAK
IN DECEMBER
Ftemember December — it can
boast of the shortest days, the
longest night. and the gayest
holiday season.
But December can be remem-
bered for another reason — not
one to boast of. The National
Safety Council reports that De
rember has the highest trafirc
death toll of the year.
Traffic deaths in the final
month of 1947 totaled 3,190. Thc
Council says there are three
main reasons for this peak:
1. Slippery streets and poor
visibility—the mileage death rate
in northern states goes up 24 to
53 per cent in winter as compar-
wd to summer.
2. Pedestrians — the December
pedestrian toll last year was
more than 42 ptr cent above tha:
for the average month, and ear-
ly darkness is one of the big
reasons.
3. The holiday season—deaths
from traffic mishaps both on
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day are two or three times the
annual daily average.
The Christmas-New Year hob-
-
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Underwood Bakery
Phone 12ii
Fulton
I • carnp.ign is tho- final e•floit
•,:' the yeta-; to hold the 1948 trill.
-fi• toll below the 1947 total of
32;300 deaths. At the end of the
f,rct nine months this year. the
nation clung to a small reduction
in traffic deaths-3 per cent—
irom the same period of 1947.
But the final quarter of the
y..ar always is the one with the
most traffic deaths.
Make it a wary Christmas, and
it will be a merry Christma.S.
ale Council urges.
Little Miss Eugenia HErris is
improving after a weeks illness
at her home on Third street.
Ai 0‘1111411.0,1011,C31 1,4 ACIttlit7K1717
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PERSONALS
J. C. Yates will spend the
with, her son, LawsOn
Yi,tes .rid,Mrs. Yates in Nash--
:\lys. J. W. Gordon is a patient
M Jones Clinic.
Ernest Bell has returned
vis:t to her daughter, Mrs.
Canton Wilkes and family in
Nlemphis.
M:s. E. F. Stedman of Mem-
I Phone 96
\-11; \ , *sill
phis spent the weekend with her
sister, Mrs. Charles Andrews and
family,
.Mrs. Howard Edwards has re-
turned from Memphis where she
visft,?cl`nr. and Mrs,Robert Bard
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Yates of
• Nashville spent the weekend
' with his mother, Mrs. J.0 Law-
son on Park avenue.
Miss Emma Ruth Cavender,
student of Memphis State cones,.
1948
1:11iii ,
I I I • 'IVA*
Along with Christmas
i pine and holly ... may
health, wealth and
happiness deck the
-halls of your home.
P.
and her brother Jerry Cavender,
I a student of the University of
Kentucky, will arrive. home this
week to spend the.holidays with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.,John
Cavender.
o 11,Mani. pat.e7nt the
Fulton Hospital.
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TO ALL OF
YOU,
A SEASON
BRIMFUL
WITH
HOLIDAY_ /z
JOY.
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't/ E all appreciate your kindness, consideration
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and friend!iness during 1948. In turn we wish you 1-4(
A Merry Christmas
with the hope that you enjoy health, happiness
and good fortune through the coming year.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY Incorporated
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THERE'S DANGER
IN PORK, HEALTH
OFFICERS W.ARN
It's h( g killin' time in the
country. With the approach of
cold weather farmers are getting
ready to convert their pigs into
succulent pork roasts and chops,
delectable hams, and savory sau-
sage. People in the—cities are
searching for country. hams to
add to the enjoyment .of the com-
ing holiday•season.
In the midst of all this activi-
ty Dr., Bruce Underwood, State
Health Commissioner, asks us to
remember a very important
thing—the ,danger of eating tin-
-
IRAD BUSHART
Lawyer
Tax Consultant
Real Estate
Colin Building Phone 1555
Fulton, Kentucky
dercooked pork. The most teinpt
ing slice of fresh ham, (curing
kills larvae) the most flavor-
some sausage; can be the home ,
uf Lt..rally thousands of the par-
a,ite known as the Trichinella
spiralis The larvae of these
deadly little worms reside in the
the muscular tissues olhogs, and
are transferred to the human
stomach when insufficiently
cooked meat is eaten. In a per-
iod of from one to two weeks the
larvae which have been swallow-
e_d.grow.ilkto mature worms and,
in their turn, hatch otit new lar-
vae.
One dangerous factor oe this
disease is that the symptoms are
so similar to those of so many
other diseases that diagnosis is
frequently difficult. Since there
is little to be done, once an at-
tack'has started, but wait for the
encystment of the worins, the
thing to be concentrated on is
prevention.
1, It must 
not be assume(' mat all
trichinosis comes- from home
I killed meat. This is by no means
the case, and there is just as
much danger in commercially
slaughtered and packed pork.
All pork should be slowly and
well cooked before being eaten.
I The color should be a pale grey
throughout, with not a trace of
, pink remaining.
Patronize our Advertisers!
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it
and a Happy New Year
it
BLUE VALLEY CREAMERY
Phone 7:1 Comtnercial Ave. FL' l ton *
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That's our -
greeting to
you in this
happy season.
glica,:nienitertlitlitIgldfatneldr:slitfatrifrlitallitildtlICOICIPLAtitiglYttgACSIgriintS‘Slit
... and we mean MERRY,
with loads of fun!
SMITH'S CAFE
Phone 172 Fulton, Ky.
Stormy Weather
The modern wardrobe prepares for
autumn rains by including a number of
raincoats and boots. This outfit worn
by Martha Hyer, who appears in the
Rosalind Ru.sell stellar vehicle, -The
Velvet Touch,- is guaranteed to
btighten the darkest day. Buttoned
firmly undel the chin, the coat which
has flared ba,:k, boasts of a detachable
hood. The d.:ep pockets eliminate the
need for any purse. bliss Hyer's
in the Indmendent Artist.: prod,:
111:0 Radio relere is that of 3
- Sit it:3*. -L.A..- Cum,
C: 112 I- and SOney Greenstreet
co-,:ar. Her forthcoming vehicle it
r.K0 Rak.1.0's "The lodge Out,•'
A:eKanler v and Ann
S.,thern.
Winter Sledding
Danger To Young
Winter sledding too often re-
sults in "slay" rides.
 
The National Safety Council's
files contain case after case of
death or injury to children en-
joying the wintei• paslime of
coasting.
Most of these accidents could . Phone 39
have been prevented by coopera-
tion between parents and com-
munity, the Council said.
The communitY ufficials shbuld JIC ACIlt IIC Ig *CAC Si IIC .tV: SIC ek 111C tIC 11C d A AC AC MAC 344 SIC AM AC SIC St lit MIK MSS ACM AC KAM AC OIMIIENESIKA13111
provide a blocked off street or
hill o,there there are no traffic
hazards, because children should !
not be denied a traditional win- ,
ter pleasure. Police should en-
force speed regulations in resi-
dential areas.
Parents first should see that
their children have sleds vv;th
continuous runners—not those
that end in a sharp point at the
rear Many children have suf-
fered when they. were doing a V
"belly-flopper" and crashed in- V
to the rear of another sled. Par- V
ents also should enfor;e the rule
against coasting in the street V
duwn terraces or driveways V
which lead to the street, or V
hooking on behind moving ve- V
hicles.
, GENTLENESS
True gentleness is founded on
a sense of whLt we owe to Him
who made us,' antt to the- com—
mon nature which u-e all share.
We are indebted to Christiani.
ty for vntleness, especially- to-
ward women.—Charles Simmons
Be gentle and of a good count-
enance even in bitter quarrels,
win through experience and nev-
er let it hard that inward treal
sure.—Romain Rolland.
When angels visit us. we do
not hear the rustle of wings. nor
feel the feathery touch of the
breast of a' dove; but we know
their presence by the love they
create in our hearts.—Mary Ed-
dy.
Fulton county—lomemakers
surpassed by 33 their goal of 150
slipcovers made this. year.
..?-"-V4V4.4CtettVC`F:t'::7,-!ff*
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•• ureetintrs to
• all car friends• • ,
'Se.  this Christmas
'.•
▪ Season.
NT
There'll be a "Waiting Line"
on Long Distance, too
We expect the biggest rush of Long Distance
telephone calls we've ever had this Christmas.
Even with every- circuit and switchboard in serv-
ice, there may be delays.
To avoid the rush, why not make your calls
before Christmas Eve or after Christmas Day?
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
I nco r porta ed
Nothing is so strong as gen-
tleness: nothing so gentle as real
strength—Francis de Sales. V
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WE HOPE
YOUR HOLIDAY
OVERFLOWS
WITH YULETIDE
JOY AIVD
HAPPINESS.
Goodwin Brothers
Lunch Room and
Billiard Parlor
424 I,ake St.
Phone 9197 Fulton
ARCADE BEAUTY
and BARBER SHOP
434 Lake St. Fulton
We are
deeply grateful for
your patronage,
and wish you all a
Merry Christmas.
A. C. Outts
FULTON, KY.
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WARD ASKS FOR
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
_
propriate $500,000 for immediate I H . .
system.
IMPROVEMENT TO 
.
STATE PARK SYSTEM
State Conservation Commis-
sioner Henry Wars1 %aid Tuesday
he has asked the Kantucky
'Building Comniission to ap-
improvements in the state pa: a otbed Heating▪ by Electricity eteVES
If the parks get the money, One ci First Rural Power Usi,s3,;iid, every attempt will be.
a complete some needed Be IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
iiet trio attractions in Thapt..!
tor next summer's tourist trade.
lIe. saicThe woad- seen eompile -
a list specifying the work that
mast be done this winter atal
The foundation of all business is
confidence,
and to you, whose confidence we treasure,
- we sincerely wish
a Christmas of great .joy and
a New Year of happiness and prosperity
rnurrDent
LailLICEFpLIQUORS
ZINtipirkaaar2124-411-24iVal-.14ilailaillaa2
It often takes time to catch up with
i.arly developments. Hotbed heating, guard against frost.
for example, has-just recaatly_ risen, cixta feet of cable is considerec
to its present high point of popular- enough for a standard 6 x 
filaorhot•If
.ty on average farms. And yet it was bed. Strands are spaced 7
 incho
me of the first of many later appli- apart and laid uniforml
y back and
.atioas of electric power designed to orth across the gthund. The 
use of a
th • ent in direct contac:
with the cab.e.
&fine farmers attach soil heatim
cable to the sides of cold frames tt
ti.iig c e
aaditions and new construction
HOTBED HEAT1NG—is simple matter when electricity is u,ed.
vnefit agriculture and farm families.
Electric hotbeds give the grower
...ontrol of plant developments. They
2an be built at any convenient time
.nd put into operation simply by
•losing the switch. Once installed.
they can be used tor several seasons
vithout being reworked. hotbeds than those "hented- OV
Heat for them generally is sup- manure. A well' con,tructed hots. e,'
:lied by a special soil Mating cable.. will use an aver tee of froin 1 to
Vbs.::: users bury the cable from 4 to kilowatt hour'S of power per dav. de-
e inches below the surface where it Pending upon tt e outride ten:m-:-
permanently out of the -way. How- ture, the coris1:1, tion of t!-(.: ••
ever, it can be laid flush with the protecion given at nicht and the
ground. Plants are not injured even temperature maintained in 1•.e
• - -
thermostat will save electrichy and
labor, since it automatically guards
beds against sudden te:npsrature
changes.
Tests recordee by the Department
of Agriculture sliiow that seeds.germi.
nate and plants .ake root in f:,in
to 30 percent Ifss tittle hi
spring to rehaial•aate HUNTER'S CALENDAR
parks. For 1948
Commissioner Ward ,:nnounct!d Game Open Season Bae'iimit
the employment of O. D. Rose,
Hazel Green, as assistant super- Bullfrogs — Jane 1-Dcc.
intendenf of park ciperations and ._ Quails — N9Y,. -Jam 1
0-10
James Rosenberger.: formerly of. Rabbit — Nov. 20-Jan. 10-a-8
Cave City, as a technician in the lOppossarn, Mink, Muskrat.
park planning unit. Red Fox — Yee. 1-Jan, 3
1-0
Rose has worked for the parks ' Ducks -- Dec. 10-Jan. 8— 4
division for 15 years, chiefly as Geese — Dec. 10-Jae. 8 
— 4
an inspector. Rosenbergea has 1Coot — Dec. 10-Jan. S — 15
been cannected with the Nation- The bag liroit .on ducks m
ust
al Park Service for about 10 I nut include more than one wood
duck.
:airing the day. the commis- I In the geese dai:y 
limit not
sioner conferred with J. M. Mc- I more than' tw
o Canadan or
Alister, Louisville manager ol; white fronted g
eese may be in-
the Southern Bell Telephone and eluded.
Telegraph Company-. .! Daily hunting hours for ducks.
The state wants to install tele- geese. coot are from one-ha
lf
phone serice at Kentucky Lake. I hour before sunrise to one h
our
before sunset. Hours for first
day start at noon.
The best of all the preachers:
are the men who live their
creeds.—Edgar A. Guest.
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May the Christmas star
sLed its radiant light on you and your
family as we celebrate once more this
glorious _Event.
The Budget Shop
a
0
t;
* Phone 1300 204 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. 
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rt:"7F-TTS TO, BE.
17.D 'IN STATE
1.11-19 Kentucky liegional
Gloves Boxing Tourna
meat will _he held zit. Male hiali
school' gymnasium in Louisville
on January 12, 13, 12, 20, 26.
anc1.27th.
Radio Station WINN of Louis-
ville of which Harry McTigue is
manager has taken over sponsor-
shit-, of the Golden Gloves Tourn-
ament. Net -proceeds will la
turned over to the East End Opt
mist Club of , Louisville, whica
will use the money to help cur
struct a new boys' club in th•
city. The_ City Recreation DI
vision of Louisville is to presara
the tournament.
For the first time in many
years, the white open division
champions will be_sent  diaectly
ith aaxpenses---paid-4-e- -the
tournament of champions in Chi-
cago. In the past they have first
been sent ul the tourney at Ev-
ansville. hovvever champions in
khe Negro Oaen Division -again I timmanient will be presented
will be sent to the F.vansyill
who win i Iti .iipion-
-s t!ii• t,.ti,inion.int at Lex-
; rwton, sponsiared hy.tly LeNirkg--
loll licr:11(1. xvill,,ago into the
Louisville meet in the seini-finatH
stage.
Novice arul "peanut division we ou to sawn e aut. lives.—
• ••
aampiona in the Louisville Seneca
_
aaaaaa, awards.
aca bamks for th,.• Louisville
tnt.croey :Ire available at the Rec-
iyati,eit 42ivisign'Office in Cen-
tral 'Talk.: laitiis\:111t• 8, Ky.
eats are the rules by which
RAY'S Saraivhch Shop
Pit
Bar-B-Q
DELICIOUS
HAMBURGERS
Curb Service
Opp. O.K. Laundry
Coney
Island
Hot Dogs
RAY NUNTEIZ
Owner
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eaAotn
ust a line to express our
true regard and friendship
for you on this Day.
SeS
DoihighoP
INC
Christmas, with its glorious traditions, its gift-giving and
family reunions, is here once 'more. It's the same old season,
and we're making the same old wish—
. MERRY.CHRISTMAS 40 YOU:
L. KASNOW
!An. Mozelle Rawls
Mrs. Frances Eugg
Bill Bradley
Mrs. Corrine Gordon
Mrs. Lorain Ryan
Mrs. Madeline Grodwin
7.,;ozelle
Frida:
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PARENTS URGED TO BE SURE
SANTA'S SACK HOLDS SAFETY
‘. ,.1 , . tv roin.c1 when they '2-,
piironts will :elect the propel- choose toys, bec•ause they fail to
playthings for their children realize the hundreds of ways
this Christmas. Most will buy chileirent got hurt.
toys that please themselves
rather than the children.
Here ure the hazards to av,,i I
in choosing
National Safety Co-Uncil rives.
adds that too few 'parents will The Hand to lloutli Age (up to
_ :•.• ; . _ :
f.:.•-44f-441.1111411.:f4.1.4f.:f4:14C%CSICSIC144V. • '
The Fulton County News, Fulton. Kentucky
Always Be Sure That The Barrel And Acti.n
- Are Cita:: Of Obstruction!
Priki (
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•.#tional Federation of Music Cli !-,s,
.011 avain be held in 1P4o. The 
,.
'I
..0 
„.----"'"7.77,T,. :, , 47-",' I.
E:
. i .'-,`„4-, .1",40°.. . k!
Kontu:kv StRte Cont'-'s , .'' . •, It.
held on Saturday, F, ' . - - ',..i
the University ' : :. . ••• To r t c ' ill it) $ , 
k' , - !. • ,P,..:"
,school of Music. -- 
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r
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In cooperation v:ith these c",n- "C.
-0, atoc-ts tile Louisville PhiTharmon- T4
. 
a
,f S250 and an appearance with 14
the orchestra if a wipner .i, ;.,4
• ".%... ' 
0 I ':1
‘
I
s l' Iliic Orchestra is offer.ng a ,prize :4
deemed of sufficient artist:n: and '
1 
,....,.,,.!...
kprofessional caliber. 
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a try sets, darts, bows and arrows, Eleven entrants in the corn
derby in Knox county had an Phone 38 110 Lake St. :
il Phone 1.; 220 4th St. Fulton, Ky. everage yield of 103.9 bushels 
Fulton, Ky.
* 
N toys UNLESS used under paren-
, 
a tal supervision . .. motor scoot-
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Now, when the glow of hollyberries brightens
the windows ... we extend to you. our friends,
sincere wishes for a most joyous Chrisonas.
PARISIAN LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS
dangemus Innis and electrical
• • - KEEP SMILING
TIYILLIPS'
CHInCPRACTIC OFFICE
DR. C. D. PHILLIPS 1.1 I ( RO-DYNAMETER
is Palmer Graduate
.• your ('hiropractor X-RAY
t .! -up
..„ 22,2 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 1525 1
i •
. , e',11111"31E.' ,.; '" :!1!'1:::'. I, '' -
- v..
. .
screiia bow
W.:0 Radio's
- 
! !
;1 storage before going into the field. While in the field. chc- produc-
it I bi.rrel periodic-Lily tor signs of an obstruction of mud fe ,
NeVer under any circ•umstances, try to shot out an obstruct...n. n' • •
I In the case of a jammed cartridge in a gun, be especiall..- - 1
p. tut John Morganthaler, of. Los Angeles, California, recent:
P to force a jammed cartridge from his gun chamber wher.
P.
S.
,
, :.! 1 ,  a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
-a
a
cidently went off and killed him. That's not a job for ar
• a. jammed or disabled gun to a competent gun:mith for
years)—Avoid small toys
%ehich can be placed in mouth .. MUSIC CLUBS TO
flammable objects . .. toys syith
small wheels or knobs that can AGAIN SPONSORpulled off ... poisonous paint
.m any objec.t. .. stuffed anim.':
with glres or button eyes' Olio
-or them will come off. Either 1,
move at Once or buy animals with
•..titched eyes).
The Explorative A5,re (2 to' 3
Y,•assi---Avoid anything with
shaila or rough edges which will
.•et ser.Ttch . . objects with
. . poi-
pal& "or . .
marbles ... neads . . jacks ...
, ILI:unable objects.
I The Let's Pretend Age (3 to
e.,41,..,)—Avoid toys too heavy for •
strer0h sharp or nit-
ting toys . . . cowboys suits or
o her costumes which are not
flame-proofed ... electrical toys-.
The Creative Age (4 to 6 years)
--Avoid shooting or target toys
which will endanger eyes . . .
s'narp histles, horns or other
mouth objects that can be faller:
on . . . sharp scissors or cutting
instruments ... sewing machines.
The Dexterity 'Age (6 to 8
years)—Avoid electrical toys not
approved by Underwriters' Lab-
atories . transportation toys
which entice children into the
'street . .. sharp-edged tools .. .
conductible kites .. . dart games.
The Specialization Age (8 and
older)--Avoid air rifles, chemis-
' • I .1-11 t Tone ;aid
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cosi
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
cP.IDENT CONTESTS_
The Biennial Young Art.,
Auditions anci Studcnt
Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing
C Let us clean your radiator witb
out NEW, amazing process.
COLEMAN SERV. STA.
-QV" Dukedom highway Phone OS
r.'nntests, sponsored the Na- 
-Or
Any publicity given this
ivorthy enterprise of- the-Federas
tion of Music Clubs will be great-
ly appreciated. Application
bienks must be filed with the
State Chairman not later than
January 22. 1949. Bulletins, ap-
plication blanks. or further in-
formation may be cbtained by
writing to the State Contest
Chairman, Claude M. Almand,
University of Louisville School
of Music, Alta Vesta Rcad, Lot.,is-
ville 5, Kentucky.
a
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by 1.11T2 . •.
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‘secill have at least seriously injured the left hand ef P
Inspect your gun for excessive grease lett from its
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.k.A• - Oite— — • re-
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The magic spell of Christ,
mas is everywhere . . . no
cc:.ne-,r too reMotel We ex,
44i -4 -ktrend 'hearty /Yule greetings
to all 9or friends.
PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Phone 16 314 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
1
24-14,00017,11-70a1= 20114-kallaT:n2erdrafikikaat alilat)iD1244a.
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Cir5fAmas
May true happiness
come to you and yours
on this Day of Days.
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
Hearty greetings, and a sincere wish
for your happiness on Christm9,.pay.
Drive - In Liquor Store
H. L. BUSHART
Depot Street Fulton, Ky. Phone GS3
;
•C.- •
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Field Units To
Check Frauds In
Unemployment Files
Formation of a field investi-
gation unit in the Department
of Economic Security was an-
nounced today by V E. Barnes,
commissioner. The Unit estab-
lished wit% approval of federal
Social Security Administration
authorities will provide constant
check on irregularities and fraud
in the Unemployment Insurance.
Public Assistance and Child Wel,
fare programs administered by-
the Economic Security Depart-
ment, Barnes explained.
/ Under direction of Paul M.
F:ankfort. recen y le- 3 •-•-,/il Service
ricci to the Departinent after.
rving a year on the Governor's
staff, the unit will be a "watch-
dog" of payments made to Ken-
tucky beneficiaries under state
and federal laws. Thomas has
worked in the Unemployment In-
surance administrative office for,
11 years.
• • - tl •
Commissioner Barnes pointed
out that the department anuually
disburses more than 38 million
dollars to Kentuckians. Of this,
22 million dollars will go to per-
sons qualified under -public as-
sistimce program and the bal-
ance to unemployed persons cov-
ered by the state's Unemploy-
'ment Insurance law. "We pro-
OM OK AM: lig 14 .14:11:14:.tti ro;?*: Si AC Sig Se: AL trgSgS/C • SCA
N
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Ring out glad bells our
message of good cheer
and good will for you.
THREE - WAY LUNCH ROOM
AND BILLIARD PARLOR
Fulton Hotel
C. P. Bruce, Owner Fulton, Ky.
The Fulton Count News, Fulton. Kentucky
Extrns Announced
The Civil Service Commission
today announced the followiin.i.
examinations: Substitute Rai:
way Postal Clerk, Student MACS?
.aryl Veterinarian.
The Substitute Railway Posta!
Clerk examination is open only
to persons entitled to veteran
preference and tb non-veterans
who have served in the ;IV.ition
of substitute railway postal der!:
since August 28, 1947. under ap—
pointment not limited to 1 year
or less. •
Student Nurses at St. Eliza-
beths Hospital, one of the na-
tion s outstanding psychiatric
hospitals, receive $752 for the 3
year training course, plus quart-
ers, subsistence. laundry, and
medical attention. To qualify.
applicants must have been grad-
uated from an accredited 4-ye
high school.
The veterinarian positions t
be filled pay 53.727 a year and
are located in Washington, D.C.
and throughotit the United
States. Most of the vacancies are
in the Bureau of Animal In-
dustry of thb Department of
Agriculture.
; Persons 
alwAiing for the Sub-
stitute Railiglay.Postal Clerk ex-
amination must have their ap-
N plications on file with the U.S.
N Civil Service Commission.
I Washington 25, D.C., not later
0I than January 4, 1949, and for
Et Student Nurse, not later than
E' January 25, 1949. Applications .
• for the Veterinarian -_examina- •
tion will be accepted until'fur•
ther notice.
Further information and ap-
N plication forms may be secured
E from the Commission's Local
Ot Secretary, J. C. Sugg, locat-
i$t ,,c1 at Fulton postoffice.
N • pose through the special investi-
A
A
A
5111001011111011101 0211111AIXIMION7.20712101031% PA Mig PJ AMIN TS PS
A gating unit to keep a close check
N • on all benefit payments; correct
A any irregularities and prosecute
all fraud cases," Barnes said.
The public is entitled to know
N whether these public funds are
N properly expended and the de-
partment through this specialit unit will tighten its administra-
tion of funds. er Eddy. Schiller. 767i PS TA AG PS 7,40 7t& 71C 
70$ 7S M 7S MM Ng AO Ai XS PA )%5 /10111310
A Since inception of unemploy-
it ment compensation in Kentucky, 5X47JVCCV:MtWiti,"-VCCIVIIMkilt.VVVVVC
:27-1srint4X 15:1e-1-VP-11.111F'14441"4444/C-tC
LI I there have been field representa- .._")? 
911
tives assigned to fraud detection.
g Barnes said.
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'Buttons
and
Bows
KEY
WINTER
FLOWERS .
Friday, December, 24, 1948
eke world s dolly newspaper—
THE OiRlSilAN SCIENCE MONITOR• Ycm writ tied yourvelf one at
the bestninformed persons in 'Via community on world affair% when
r co5 this world•wscle doily newspaper regularly You will gai
n
resh, new siewpoints, a hiller, richer understanding of tOday's .001
news—PLUS help from its esclusiii• feature% on homemalung. edu/.6.
than, businets, theater, music, radio. park
ENEtscribe ne• te 1
this specitil "get-
ecguelntmr offer
—I silent% ler $1
W. I. funds)
Zone tom 
. -
It Pays, To Advertise In The News!
The Christian Science Putilishing Society
One, Norway Street. Boston 15, Mau . & A.
i Enclosed is $1, for whien Please tend mil The
'Science Monitor for one month.
Ps-1
Crwkinsw
Nom* 
Street 
Oty
Set Ete: Sigistad Sist SIS Ada: SA SA Sid frE SA' ‘451101111:11f
W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
129 University Phone 390
MARTIN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means
to faithful merit is
it is sure to follow—Mary Bak-
..pau.t.s and flowers" like the
v present hit-song pines for.
naturally form the No. 1 theme
of both personal flowers and
household decoration this winter
holiday season. Current favorite
is the "Buttons and Bows" corsage
(above), reports floral stylist Alyn
Wayne of Florists' Telegraph De-
livery Assn. A bright ribbon bow
also sets off the gilded birdcage
in the floral tablepiece (left).
Carnations, pine and holly berries
are used in this seasonal novelty.
Youth interest. too, is important
during the holidays.
For this FTD's expert
employs styrofoam
"candy cane" in the d
beautiful mantel or d
table arrangement 4
shown here, with eu-
calyptus, frosted bells d
and candles.
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As the Spirit of Christmas
unfolds itself over the countryside,
we add our greetings and best
wishes of the season.
0
Honor
4
A Christmas of joy and content-
ment; of peace, good cheer and
happiness—that is our wish
for you and yours this
. 4 Yuletide season.
1918 0 4.
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP ,
Main and 01;ve St. Phone 502 Fulton
WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
For the Fifty-Second Year
It is our pleasure to
thank you for your
patronage and wish
you and yours....
4 M CialAtinas
and a Happy, Successful
/Veto *ea-4
CITY NATIONAL BANK
"THAT STRONG BANK"
4
ESTABLISHED 1897 7 IPT R F.D.I.C.
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NO INCREASES ON
1948 ASSESSMENTS
CLYDE REEVES SAYS
"In keeping with a policy of
home rule. the Kentucky Tax
Commission will not initiate
blanket raises on 1948 assess-
ments." H. Clyde Reeves, Chair-
man, Kentucky Tax Commission,
announced in a speech before a
state meeting of County Judges
in Louisville.
Notice cf this decision was
mailed to !real county officials
by Reeves' office on De,:ember
10.
Since becoming Commissioner
_of Revenue. Reeves has main-
tained tFst blanket raises were
''stop cap". measures which did
not solve the local assessment
problem but f.ggravated assess-
ment inequality and increased
the property. tax burden.
In his talk before the Coun-
ty Judges Reeves said. "Bad as-
sessments are bad for local gov-
ernment. Becau-se some taxpay-
ers pay less than their share,
local government end schools
need outside help and they have
have to go to Frankfort or Wash-
ington for financial aid."
Reeves said, "No program for
improving property assessments
SCV-VtkolteCtretMet
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Can You Stop?
That's Winter
Safety Query
Can I stop in time?
That's the question every mo-
torist must ask himself as more
than 30,000,000 motor vehicles
roll into the hazardous months of
winter driving.
The National Safety Council
says that in the northern hallo'
the United States, the milage
death rate is from 24 to 53 per
cent higher during the winter
months than in summer.
The importance of stopping is
emphasized by the fact Huff a-
bout two-thirds of all winter
traffic accidents in four typical
snowbelt states occurred on
snowy and icy surfaces, accord-
ing to a special Council study.
Here's How to Stop Safely
While there are many ways to
have wintertime traffic accidents
such as too much speed on a slip-
pery curve the Council says that
stopping control would prevent
many of them. Here's how to an-
swer "Yes" to the question "Can
I stop in time?"
I. Find out how slippery it is
•,vhen starting out. Get this feel
of the road by stepping on the
brakes lightly or "gunning" the
motor. But be sure you are go-
ing slow and that no other cars
are near.
2. Keep your speed down. On
ice, don't ever drive faster than
10 to 20 miles an hour. Speed too
f. for conditions is the No. I
%, inter bogeyman.
3. Use tire chains --good ones
that bite into the surface. On ice
and snow, tests have proved
hains reduce braking distances
40 to 50 per cent. They are the
c..-4 self-help you have. Council
. studies show that tires with ab-
rz.sive particles inbedded in the
tiead, recently placed on -the
market, have almost no effect
un stopping on ice at low or
moderate temperatures but help
' •i•me at temperatures above 23
grecs.
4. Slow down well in advance
• t iaterseetions. railroads or any
which might require a
Sudden maneuvers are daii-
[0.•ous on slippery surfaces.
5. Follow other cars at a safe
.stance. And use hand signals
I, sive the driver behind you a
feak.
6. Keep windshields and win-
s clear with good defrosters
ipers. If necessary, roll
the v,•indow a little. You
successful unless the
and the plan meet with
su'•stantial approval of the
Vx7.41yers of the county or city
wnic:t the property is located.
To secure such approval the tax-
p-o•er muSt be assured that if by
,:qualization total assessments
re increased tax rates will ti.;
, mpersatingly lowered."
Counties valore assessment ra-
*Jos do not qualify them for state
educational eqtralkation, funds
may petition the Tax Commis-
0.,n on their own initiative and
heLrings will be held in their
own county to determine if a
. raise is justified.
vcrmottmcwrtvetectometcp:,,,_:;.ctsz
Ring Out the OTel
RINGt-taeNe
... and our very best wishes
for each' of you!
No Longer Necessary for Farmer
To Outshout Storm to Be Heard
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Farmers whose throats grow sore
(and whose doesn't) when trying to
TIME MEANS MONEY — partieu•
(say on the farm. And here's one
way to Gaye time—an inter-com
munication ',stem in action.
make themselves heard above the
elements during those shouted barn-
to-house conversations are in for a
pleasant surprise. Agricultural engi-
can't stop in time if you can't
see in time.
7. Pump the brakes when you
slow or stop. The idea is to slow
the wheels without locking them.
neers have been eavesdropping on
these farm problems. What's more.
they have done something about
them.
Out of the laboratories has
electrical communicationa equip:
that makes two-way converi..
possible between the house tau.
part of the farm where cm.—
speaker stations are located.
The basic system consists cf
ter station and one speaker. Ili.
ever, four speakers may be used, i.:.
they can be placed inside any of the
farm buildings or at convenient out-
door locations on the farmstead. Ordi-
narily it is not even necessary too stop
work to converse over the system,
for voices can be picked up and
transmitted from a distance of tlairty
feet from the speaker installation.
Another advantage in the use of the
system is that farm women can leave
sleeping children in their rooms and
go about thetr work, indoors and out,
without worrying over their welfare.
The speaker is so sensitive that even
the very slight noise made by an
Infant in breathing can be trans-
mitted from the nuraery to any place
on the farm where a master station
is located.
Power tor the syetem—a sten and
time saver if ever there was one—is
supplied through in ordinary bowie
lighting circuit
leaf tobacco section el Nortn
Carolina, thirteen miles from
Bu r 1 ingt on .
The telephone was installed
by the Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company, one of
MILLIONTH SINCE WAR the Associated Companies ef the
The one millionth rural tele- Bell System.
phone to be added by the Bell
System since the war was placed Fleming county homemakers
Htrovm.eaeoln. iittric_tc IlaCtat nttscsg egsg a: r.,:_st.:ft.a‘ attsgsa satsg 1st te:Ig AolitsisolgaS agagargag
We echo the
world-wide
greeting to ail
of you, tr's-rids
and neighbors.
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TAYLOR'S
Quality Used Cars
109 Church St. Fulton
Phone 183
e
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That means you.
you ... and you!
312 Lake St.
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Wishing you the
merriest Christ-
mas possible.
,. ii040, .0 r
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K. HOMRA
Fulton
in service today in the faYm ' made DS slipcovers fcr chairs ;
home of W. J. Pace, in the bright st-iolls, couches. trunks and beck VahaltiktrailMillek,X. 4ssiesaisscesisnessaximssowsslitasisxssansrs mmmmmm Issolgasssmana,
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HIRE iT IS! Oldsmobile's"itorket" Engine, tAbi( h
offers all these features: Rigid-Block Valve-in-Head
Construction; Dual Down-Draft Carburetion: Five-
Bearing Crankshaft: Hydraulic Valve Lifters: Short
Sturdy Camshaft: Steel-Reinforeed Alloy Pistona.
The result: incredible smoothness, spectacu/ar power!
THE NEW FUTURAMICS
White sidev.all tires optimal of •It •
tra cost Hydro-Matic Drive stand•
ord equipment on Series "98,"
OptiOnol at ektra ant "76:'
Oldsmobile rolls forward into '49—with an All-Futuramic line—a
new "76," a new "98," and a revolutionary new "Rocket" Engine
They're here: They're new! They're both Futuraniic! new, high-compression, valve-in-head eight that
Two sparkling new Oldsmobiles ... rolling forward actually gives you more power on less-gasolinel
into '49. Upper left, the Futuramic "76" ... 'with Combined with GIV1 flydra-Matic Drive, ther
Fisher's newest, body, panoramic vision, plus a "Rocket's" performance is so smooth, silent, anti
remarkable new "Big Six" Engine. And out in spirited, you'te got to try it to &Were ie Your Olds-
front, a newly atyled Futuramic "98" . . . with mobile dealer invites you to /ripen the new
that revolutionary new "ROCKET" Engine Futuramics — examine Hie new "Rocket" —
you've heard Ft) much about. It's a completely vf'driePIce "The New Thrill!"
otOLDSMOBILE
P. H. MAKS' SONS
Lake Street Fulton, Ky. Kentucky Motor Company 210 East State LineFulton, Kentucky
Daft' 24-7447/0434-114-XXIAXXIMIKIMADOMeid
- la`1.4-Zat
PROMPT SERI
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Let us print your perFul!.(mpity NeA-s, Fulton. Kentucky Friday, December, 24, 1948 business forms, env(
cards, circulars or pr
, a.„.t, 'VAC 1:'74.-v44110Z,4'11_1•VI,ICAM?vtivezz. rAtv ,es!:* have 4 presses and OVI
of type.
• Volume SeventE
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Each year as we observe ;he Christmas Season, we are
reminded of the many things for which we should be thank-
.
ful. We remember innumerable instances of your good faith
and good will and we recall the countless courtesies and favors
with 1A, hich we have been blesed and of the friendships, tried
and proven, that have been ours to enjoy.
Mindful of these fine expressions of friendships, and of
the thoughtfulness back of them, we desire to again send our
Christmas 1,vishes to each of you, and to thank you for every-.
thino.,. You have made the past year a Pleasant one for us, and
we trust that we shall enjoy many more among the people of
this coinmunity
HE Y I. SEIGEL COMPANY
FULTON KENTUCKY
Oaaa.A2i21-ZMZ'iZaaiZaili-ZaaikikiA:iriai,IZ4aeilfkkt-r44-Z4%%I'aaratp'442"1"l'"424 4"41'LZ''';::ei"'aai2"1"-"t21"i"atabVAN-Prl-ltka'.
FARMERS HA'
UNTIL TODAY
APPLY FOR LI
Farmers in Fulton ,
until today (Dec. 31
for CCC Govcrnmen
purchase agreements
oats. rye. barley, an
produced during 194/
to Chas. E. Wright c
the Fulton County
Conservation Commit
On corn lolins and
greem.ents the deadli,
applications is March
Loans and porch;
ments are the mear
USDA to carry out
price supports- provid,
-gress.
The price stjpporl
Mr. Wright said, is n,
to boost farm prices
to prevent a repetit
1920-21 condition
priceS droppea 50 pei
in a 12-month period;
give farmers 'an alt,
selling on a- depresse
Wheat price supp(
have been completed
crops of 373 Kentuck
Lambda Nu Sor
Elects Officers
Newly elected °flit
Lambda Nti Chapter
Phi Larnixia Sorority
preine Forest Woodr
are as follows: presi
Edith Milner; vice
Miss Majorie Puckett:
Miss Doris Winfrey";
Mrs Essie Carver:
La Joan BynUin histi
Ouida Jewell; chap
Mai Dea Carver: mus
htary Frances Robert!
visor. Mrs. Georgia I
Flonorary mem1-,er!
are Mrs. Florence Goo
Buelah Jewell, and 11
:McAlister.
Alumnae members (
Mrs Thyra Provine.
thy Dale Winsett and h
es Cagle.
Three new member
the sorority are
Chambers, Miss Hele
and Miss Dorothy Ri
Hickman.
Birth Announcer
Mr. and Mrs. Z. V{
Pigue announce the .
a daughter, Decembe
Johnstown. Pa. Z. i
er to Bertes Pigue (
Mrs. Pigue is the for
stance lElias of Kar
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubei
are the parents ot a se,
elever ounce girl. Di
Dc(embea 27 at the Ft
pita].
hlr.. and Mrs. Camel]
Hickman Route 4, ann
birth of a seven and
pound son, Terrell Lee,
cember 28 at Jones Cli
Mr. and Mrs. Vern
Wingo announce the bi
eight pound one ounce
December 23 at the Fu
pital.
hlr. and Mrs, Williarr
Langfull, Hickman are
ents of a seven pound t
son. Robert Austin, t
24 at Haws Hospital.
CLUB MEMBERS PLi
DUCK HUNT NEW YE
About 35 Fulton 114
Junior Conservation Cl
hers are planning a d
for New Year's Day. 7
• leave the high school
at 9 a.m Each boy wil
picnic lunch.
Game Supervisor JI
Clintock of Clinton wi
pany the group on the
Those planning to a'
asked to call James Hib
5443.92 RAISED IN
CHRISTMAS SEAL SA
Miss Virginia Howai
dent of the Junior Wom
announced today that
was raised during th
Christmas Seal Sale an(
for that amount has be(
to Mrs. Claud Middle
ton County Chairman.
The total amount ra
Year was $425.56.
Mis. Hortense Jahns()
turrvid to her home in
Miss , after a visit to f
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ca
returned to their hom
LOUi3 after spending
dayS with his parents,
Mrs L. O. Carter and c
atives.
r4n,i-t,;314-3
